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 Like many Americans, my heritage cannot be traced to just one location. My 
maternal grandparents were Catholics from Puerto Rico and Mexico, and my paternal 
grandparents were Jews from Austria and Russia. I was raised Jewish and lived in a 
neighborhood where a majority of residents were also Jewish, but was always told 
growing up that I looked Hispanic; childhood friends therefore gave me the nickname of 
the only character they knew on television to be a Puerto Rican Jew: Juan Epstein from 
Welcome Back, Kotter (1975-1979). I doubt that my classmates saw many similarities 
between me and Juan – I had only one sibling compared to his nine, and I definitely did 
not bring fake excuse notes to school – but to them, this was the prevailing image of how 
a Puerto Rican Jew looked and behaved. I still keep in touch with many of them through 
Facebook, but I have wondered how much of an impact this depiction had on them as 
they got older and encountered other Jews with a mixed heritage, despite their 
interactions with me who went against most, if not all, of his depicted stereotypes. 
 As I got older, I realized there was no one way to be Jewish. Aside from religious 
practices, Jewish Americans have different family histories and different ways of 
expressing their cultural identities just like every other type of American; mine was 
certainly like no one else’s I had come across. When I first started the Master of Arts 
program in American Studies, I was interested in how other Latinx Jews were portrayed 
in literature or media. To my surprise, there were few instances. There were, however, 
plenty of other examples of Jewish characters – and most seemed to have a New York 
accent and an exhausting relationship with their mother. This started me thinking about 
how often I have seen the same Jewish stereotypes over the years, continuously recycled 
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from one show or movie to another.  
 Then came the 2016 presidential election, with reports of a rise in anti-Semitism 
incidents in the United States. That was followed by the “Unite the Right” rally in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, where protesters openly displayed swastikas and shouted that 
Jews would not “replace” them. And then someone opened fire in a Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania synagogue, killing eleven people during Shabbat services.  
It is unlikely these anti-Semitic sentiments developed suddenly, but rather were 
formed over a long period of time and kept hidden. We can question why people now feel 
emboldened to act on these views, but we also must look at how these views could have 
developed. In cities with few Jewish communities, media images might be the primary 
way people are exposed to Jewish identities in the United States. Even in diverse 
populations, how Jewish Americans are portrayed on screen may influence how non-Jews 
view and act toward their neighbors. This is unquestionably problematic if Jews are 
predominantly seen as caricatures and stereotypes. My hope for this project was to 
understand why these tropes endure in media entertainment, to discover audience 
impressions of the Jewish characters they see on television, and to ascertain if those with 
the power to challenge stereotypes of Jews are taking advantage of the opportunities to do 
so. 
 I would not have been able to complete this undertaking without the assistance of 
many people. First, I wish to thank my committee members, Dr. Rebecca Hill and Dr. 
Catherine Lewis, for their continued advice and guidance through the process – 
especially during a global pandemic. I am also deeply grateful to my family and friends 
for their encouragement through my program and thesis writing, including their eagerness 
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to read the completed version. Finally, to my husband Scott, I am grateful for your 
unwavering support, your understanding of the late-night hours on the computer, and 
your willingness to learn much more about the history of film and television than you 
initially wanted, though it might have been more of an ordeal if my project was about 





Research in media and cultural studies has provided evidence that viewers form 
opinions regarding Jewish identity based on how Jewish characters are presented on 
screen.1 Alternatively, Michele Byers asserts that we are currently in a period where 
Jewish identity in entertainment media is defined by how Jews wish to define and 
represent it.2 American Studies seeks to analyze different aspects of historical and 
contemporary American culture using research methodologies and expertise from a broad 
range of fields.3 In combination with media studies, interdisciplinary techniques can be 
utilized to explore issues of race and ethnicity in mass media to understand and recognize 
its impact on American culture.  
American entertainment such as films, theater, and television have struggled with 
accurate portrayals of Jewish culture and characters since their origins. A number of 
negative Jewish stereotypes, such as the Nebbish or the Jewish Mother, frequently appear 
and perpetuate these perceptions about American Jews. Due to the current rise of anti-
Semitism in the United States, it is important to consider how writers are defining Jewish 
identity by examining depictions of contemporary Jewish characters and assessing viewer 
attitudes toward those characters. Two long-running, popular American broadcast 
television shows that contain Jewish characters as part of the main cast – The Big Bang 
Theory (2007-2019) and Will & Grace (1998-2006, 2017-20) – also have Jewish 
producers/showrunners with creative control over these programs. Their definitions of 
 
1 David Zurawik, The Jews of Prime Time (Lebanon, NH: Brandeis University Press, 2003), 241. 
eBook Collection (EBSCOhost). 
2Michele Byers, “Post-Jewish?: Theorizing the Emergence of Jewishness in Canadian Television.” 
Contemporary Jewry 31, no. 3 (October 2011): 252. JSTOR (23882402). 




Jewish identity, therefore, become some of the images that audiences see, which 
potentially contribute to viewers’ attitudes toward Jews.  
I distributed a survey in March 2020 to solicit opinions about the main Jewish 
characters on these shows, Howard Wolowitz and Grace Alder. Respondents who 
watched The Big Bang Theory did not have a positive view of Howard; he was ranked the 
least favorite and the least honest of the main cast, was said to have the most irritating 
faults, and most respondents stated they would not be friends with him. Viewers of Will 
& Grace were more favorable toward Grace, with a majority of respondents stating they 
would be friends with her. However, she was ranked the least favorite character of the 
main cast and said to have the second most irritating faults. These results show 
considerable ways in which these characters prompt negative reactions from viewers, and 
indicate that these programs are not positively confronting Jewish stereotypes. 
METHODOLOGY 
I viewed all episodes of The Big Bang Theory and Will & Grace in their premiere 
seasons, as well as all episodes during their last full seasons as of December 2019, to 
analyze how the Jewish characters were portrayed against recognized Jewish stereotype 
traits. I also explored the similarities and differences between these seasons to determine 
if there were changes to how the characters were presented on screen to audiences before 
and after the 2016 election of Donald Trump, which coincides with the rise in anti-
Semitic activity in the United States.4 I then conducted survey research to explore 
 
4 The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) considers anti-Semitic occurrences to be “incidents of 
assault, vandalism, and harassment targeting Jews and Jewish property and institutions.” Anti-Defamation 
League, ADL Audit: Anti-Semitic Incidents Declined 19 Percent Across the United States in 2013, April 1, 




audience attitudes toward the Jewish characters of these two shows; I posted the 
anonymous survey link to select Facebook groups and the Kennesaw State University 
Student Inform Messaging System. 
Sut Jhally and Justin Lewis’ influential research on audience attitudes toward The 
Cosby Show is an important model for research on television audiences and racial 
stereotypes. However, this study was limited to showing respondents only one episode 
toward the end of Season 4 out of the show’s eight seasons, so their interviews did not 
necessarily solicit wider views of the program by respondents or investigate changes in 
attitudes throughout the show’s run. I therefore divided respondents into different 
viewership levels: those who have only seen a few episodes (“casual”), those who used to 
be regular viewers but stopped watching (“former”), and those who watched the shows 
regularly during their initial run (“regular”). I received a total of 513 surveys, with 
respondents mostly White or Caucasian and identifying as female. 
DEFINING ANTI-SEMITISM 
 The ADL’s definition of anti-Semitism is “the belief or behavior hostile toward 
Jews just because they are Jewish. It may take the form of religious teachings that 
proclaim the inferiority of Jews, for instance, or political efforts to isolate, oppress, or 
otherwise injure them. It may also include prejudiced or stereotyped views about Jews.”5 
The ADL further clarifies that while criticism of Israel’s government and policies does 
not denote or comprise anti-Semitism on its own accord, it is possible for people to use 
 




this disapproval as a way to promote anti-Semitic views.6 In addition, while there is often 
a modern-day equivocation between Zionism and American Jewishness, scholars like 
Doug Rossinow note that white supremacists may claim to support Israel as a Jewish 
nation-state to justify their desire for an ethnostate.7 Alternatively, many Jews may be 
anti-Zionist, rejecting the idea of a Jewish state for either religious or secular reasons.8 
The activist organization Jewish Voice for Peace publicly announced their anti-Zionist 
position in 2019, stating their belief that Israel is “an apartheid state where Jews have 
more rights than others.”9 
ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE UNITED STATES 
Anti-Semitism has long been linked to immigration in the United States. Over a 
million Jews emigrated to the United States in the first decade of the 20th century, with a 
large number of them coming from Europe.10 Federal immigration legislation passed in 
the early 1920s established quota systems based on the 1890 census to ensure the foreign-
born population remained small and to “preserve the ideal of U.S. homogeneity.”11 
Historian Rebecca Erbelding contends that the year chosen for the population quota was 
deliberate, as it was before the early surge of Jewish immigration. White, Protestant 
immigrants were favored over others and these laws, in part, prevented more European 
 
6 Anti-Defamation League, “Response to Common Inaccuracy: Israel Critics are Anti-Semites,” 
accessed June 10, 2020, http://www.adl.org/resources/fact-sheets/response-to-common-inaccuracy-israel-
critics-are-anti-semites. 
7 Doug Rossinow, “The Israel Question after Trump––and Before,” Studies in American Jewish 
Literature 39, no. 1 (2020): 96. Project MUSE. 
8 Menachem Keren-Kratz, “Rabbi Yoel Teitelbaum-the Satmar Rebbe-and the Rise of Anti-
Zionism in American Orthodoxy,” Contemporary Jewry 37, no. 3 (October 2017): 457. EBSCOhost. 
9 Jewish Voice For Peace, “Our Approach to Zionism,” accessed July 31, 2020, 
http://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/zionism. 
10Irving Howe, World of Our Fathers: The Journey of the East European Jews to America and the 
Life They Found and Made (Newburyport: Open Road Media, 2017), 65. ProQuest eBook Central. 
11 US Department of State, The Immigration Act of 1924 (The Johnson-Reed Act), accessed June 
14, 2020, http://history.state.gov/milestones/1921-1936/immigration-act. 
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Jews from coming to the United States as Hitler came to power before World War II.12 
Restrictions were also directed against people from Italy, Greece, and Slavic nations, as 
well as Catholics, continuing the discrimination sentiments and policies against these 
groups since the 1890s.13 A 1938 poll that asked Americans about allowing “German, 
Austrian, and Other Political Refugees” to come to the United States found that 67.4% 
felt they should be kept out “with conditions as they are,” and only 18.2% stating they 
should be allowed to come to the United States under the existing quota system.14  
CONTEMPORARY ATTITUDES TOWARD JEWS 
Americans may be forming negative attitudes toward Jewish Americans because 
they do not have any true knowledge of Judaism. A Pew Research Center poll found that 
most non-Jewish Americans do not know fundamentals about Jewish practices or  
holidays; respondents also overestimated the number of adult Jews in the United States, 
with 25% believing they make up more than 5% of the population.15 The ADL’s Anti-
Semitic Index, in use since 1964, consists of 11 statements about Jewish stereotypes that 
respondents agree or disagree with; those who agree with at least 6 of the statements are 
considered to have considerable anti-Semitic sentiments. The October 2019 survey on 
perceptions of Jews and Jewish Americans corroborated that anti-Semitic sentiments 
 
12 Rebecca Erbelding, “The Dark Political History of American Anti-Semitism,” The Hill, August 
21, 2017, accessed June 14, 2020, http://thehill.com/blogs/pundits-blog/religion/347291-the-dark-political-
history-of-american-anti-semitism. 
13 John Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns of American Nativism, 1860-1925 (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2002), 318. 
14 “Here’s Fortune’s Survey on How Americans Viewed Jewish Refugees in 1938,” Fortune.com, 
November 18, 2015. EBSCOhost. 
15 Michael Lipka, “U.S. Jews Know a Lot About Religion – But Other Americans Know Little 





have not significantly decreased during the decade (see table 1), with approximately 28 
million American adults holding “deeply ingrained anti-Semitic attitudes” and 61% of 
Americans over 18 agreeing with at least 1 of the index statements.16  
 
INCREASE OF ANTI-SEMITIC INCIDENTS  
The ADL stated in their 2013 audit that there had been a 19% overall decline in 
anti-Semitic incidents in the United States; this followed trends from the previous ten 
years and was “one of the lowest levels of incidents” since the group began producing the  
reports in 1979.17 However, by the following year, shootings at a Jewish senior housing 
and community center in Kansas, along with negative sentiments toward the Israel-Gaza 
conflict, resulted in an increase of reported anti-Semitic incidents in the United States by 
21%.18 2015 saw an additional 3% increase in the amount of instances reported from 
2014, with many coming from a rise in assaults in addition to incidents that occurred on 
 
16 Anti-Defamation League, Anti-Semitic Stereotypes Persist in America, Survey Shows, January 
29, 2020, accessed February 28, 2020, http://www.adl.org/news/press-releases/anti-semitic-stereotypes-
persist-in-america-survey-shows. 
17 Anti-Defamation League, ADL Audit: Anti-Semitic Incidents Declined. 
18 Anti-Defamation League, Audit: In 2014 Anti-Semitic Incidents Rose 21 Percent Across the U.S. 




college campuses.19 The 2016-2017 ADL report saw a “significant, sustained increase in 
anti-Semitic activity” of 34% in the United States over the previous year, with almost a 
third of incidents happening after the 2016 election of Donald Trump.20 Polls conducted 
by the ADL in 2017 revealed that almost half of respondents considered the 2016 
presidential campaign to have additional anti-Semitism than in past elections, with 33% 
believing that Trump was “personally anti-Semitic.” More than half stated they were 
alarmed about violence against Jewish Americans.21 These troubling statistics of 
contemporary anti-Semitism highlight the necessity to increase and improve positive 
attitudes toward Jews in the United States.  
HISTORY OF JEWISH CHARACTERS IN AMERICAN FILM  
AND TELEVISION 
For most of the history of American film and television, Jewish characters have 
been depicted as blatant stereotypes, as devoid of anything defining their Jewish culture, 
or have simply been nonexistent in films and programs. This is surprising considering 
that many of the men who founded the major Hollywood studios in the early 20th century, 
and thus shaped American media entertainment, were Jewish immigrants from Europe. 
Adolph Zukor (of Paramount Pictures), Carl Laemmle (of Universal Pictures), Louis B. 
Mayer (of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Harry Cohn (of Columbia Pictures), and the four 
 
19 Anti-Defamation League, ADL Audit: Anti-Semitic Assaults Rise Dramatically Across the 
Country in 2015, June 22, 2016, accessed February 29, 2020, http://www.adl.org/news/press-releases/adl-
audit-anti-semitic-assaults-rise-dramatically-across-the-country-in-2015. 
20 Anti-Defamation League, ADL Audit: U.S. Anti-Semitic Incidents Surged in 2016-17, 2018, 1, 
accessed February 29, 2020, http://www.adl.org/sites/default/files/documents/Anti-
Semitic%20Audit%20Print_vf2.pdf. 
21 Anti-Defamation League, In First, New ADL Poll Finds Majority of Americans Concerned 
About Violence Against Jews and Other Minorities, Want Administration to Act, April 6, 2017, accessed 




Warner Brothers (Harry, Sam, Albert, and Jack) shared a similar Eastern European 
Jewish heritage and upbringing before coming to the United States. As studio heads, they 
shared the common problem of convincing evangelicals that films created by non-native 
Americans did not go against, or seek to undermine, so-called traditional American 
values.22 Before their arrival in Hollywood, Jewish characters on screen were seen as 
“untrustworthy, money-grubbing, scheming…with gross features and vulgar habits.”23 
One such example is Cohen’s Fire Sale (1907), which portrayed the Jewish storeowner 
with an exaggeratedly large nose that poked his wife in the eye when attempting to kiss 
her; the title itself is also an affront, as the plot is about Cohen happily burning down his 
store to profit from the insurance money.24  
This type of representation started to change as the Jewish studio heads began to 
adapt the novels and plays of Jewish American authors to film, such as the short story 
collection Hungry Hearts (1920) by Anzia Yezierska, which contained sympathetic and 
sentimental Jewish American characters. Neil Gabler asserts that the Jews who came to 
Hollywood did not want to be seen as immigrants or “outsiders,” and longed to assimilate 
to the perceived American culture and be considered Americans – which meant non-
Jewish. They began to implement specific approaches for their studios and films 
regarding Judaism to appease Christian groups, rather than using their media influence to 
change attitudes toward immigrants and Jews. This mindset was also evident in their 
 
22 Neal Gabler, An Empire of Their Own: How the Jews Invented Hollywood (New York: Anchor 
Books, 1989), 2. 
23 Nathan Abrams, The New Jew in Film: Exploring Jewishness and Judaism in Contemporary 
Cinema (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2012), 2. eBook Collection (EBSCOhost). 
24 Josh Lambert, “Taking It on the Nose? A Fresh Look at Cartoon Jews and Anti-Semitism,” 





personal lives, as many Hollywood Jews converted to Christian Science, married non-
Jews, or shunned the practice of their parents’ Orthodox Judaism due to what Gabler calls 
a “self-contempt over their Judaism.”25 The first “talkie” picture, The Jazz Singer (1929), 
illustrates this mentality; the story of a cantor’s son who rejects Jewish traditions in favor 
of modern, American music was a “box-office gold mine” for Warner Bros. Pictures.26 Al 
Jolson’s blackface performance in the film can also be seen as a message to audiences, 
that his Jewish character should not be considered an “exotic other,” but rather part of 
white American society.27 
Despite attempts to distance themselves from negative attitudes toward Jews, 
those in early Hollywood often experienced first-hand blatant discrimination in their 
personal lives despite their acquired wealth; their children were barred from enrolling in 
private schools, and they were denied admittance to the area’s country clubs.28 Jewish 
film producers regularly encountered difficulties or had to endure racial slurs and 
animosity when trying to arrange production financing from East Coast banks.29 Yet 
these types of stories about prejudice were not shared on screen. Instead of shining a light 
on discriminatory practices toward Jews, studio heads yielded to pressure from Christian 
groups and the federal government regarding morality. They began depicting what these 
outside factions deemed were “positive” values in films, rather than continue to replace 
negative Jewish stereotypes that were present in American culture. As a result, Jewish 
stories and characters began to disappear. In 1934, all the Hollywood studios voluntarily 
 
25 Gabler, Empire, 279. 
26 Donald Crofton, The Talkies: American Cinema's Transition to Sound, 1926-1931 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1997), 1-2. 
27 Michael Rogin, “Blackface, White Noise: The Jewish Jazz Singer Finds His Voice,” Critical 
Inquiry 18, no. 3 (Spring 1992): 419. JSTOR (1343811). 
28 Gabler, Empire, 272-273. 
29 Gabler, Empire, 132. 
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agreed to abide by the standards of the Motion Picture Production Code and the 
Production Code Administration; by 1935, the number of Jewish characters on film was 
almost non-existent. Studios began to shun stories related to Judaism altogether and 
stopped hiring actors who had portrayed stock Jewish characters in earlier films to adhere 
to the new criteria about presenting religion and ethnicity on screen.30 This left audiences, 
especially in non-urban areas, unaware or uninformed of Jewish culture and allowed 
previous, and more popular, depictions of Jewish stereotypes to shape Americans’ 
attitudes until the Holocaust. 
Although the government promised they would not interfere with the content of 
films after the establishment of the Production Code Administration, this changed as 
World War II began in Europe. Federal officials, among whom were Nazi sympathizers, 
were in frequent communication with studio executives and warned them to stay away 
from films with any provocative subjects. Joseph P. Kennedy, the United States 
ambassador to England and thought by some to sympathize with the Nazi cause, told 
producers blatantly that films should remain neutral regarding the war, claiming that anti-
Semitism was rising because European Jews were blamed for the hostilities.31 Studios 
took his claims seriously. When Jewish characters began to reappear in the war films of 
the 1940s out of necessity to the stories, the traits that might have defined them as Jews 
were usually implied rather than apparent. Non-Jewish actors were generally cast in the 
roles, which removed any ethnic indications about the characters.32 Even later films 
specifically about Jewish issues, such as Gentleman’s Agreement (1947), contained 
 
30 Abrams, 3.  
31 Gabler, Empire, 344. 
32 Terry Barr, “Stars, Light, and Finding the Way Home: Jewish Characters in Contemporary Film 
and Television,” Studies in Popular Culture 15, no. 2 (1993): 88. JSTOR (23413963). 
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Jewish characters who were depicted physically and behaviorally as the white, Christian 
“gentile” characters.33 Through the rest of the Production Code era, aspects of Jewish 
culture and Judaism in films were often omitted, minimized, or presented as American or 
civic celebrations. The Diary of Anne Frank (1959) was not seen as a “Jewish” picture by 
producers but rather meant to appeal to universal audiences.34 
Vaudeville entertainment experienced a development similar to film from the 
early 20th century to the 1930s. Like Hollywood, vaudeville had a number of Jewish men 
developing content, but broad comedy allowed more freedom in performers’ routines. 
Disparaging representations of Jewish culture and Jews were often featured in the early 
years along with other racial stereotypes, including blackface. It was common for 
comedians to designate and promote themselves using ethnophaulisms such as “The 
Merry Wop,” “Two Funny Sauerkrauts,” or “Irish by Name but Coons by Birth.”35 
“Jewface” stage personas, appropriated from non-Jewish performers at the end of the 18th 
century, featured clumsy, Yiddish-speaking, bearded foreigners unfamiliar with 
American culture. As with movies like Cohen’s Fire Sale (1907) featuring Jewish 
characters with embellished and exaggerated features, this kind of entertainment was 
popular with Jewish immigrant audiences. Rabbis initially complained about these 
depictions, but ultimately acknowledged that everyone involved within vaudeville who 
were propagating the characters – theater managers, performers, and theatrical agents – 
were largely Jewish themselves. Vaudeville’s history includes multiple forms of artist 
self-deprecation, from the creation of a hook physically dragging inferior amateur 
 
33 Abrams, 5.  
34 Abrams, 138. 
35 Kliph Nesteroff, The Comedians: Drunks, Thieves, Scoundrels and the History of American 
Comedy (New York: Grove Press, 2015), Kindle edition, 317. 
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performers offstage to singers billing themselves as “the worst act in showbiz,” therefore 
“Jewface” could possibly be seen as an extension of this mindset and humor.36 
Non-immigrant Jewish audiences, on the other hand, were troubled by the 
representations and uncomfortable with depictions they deemed as “too Jewish.”37 As 
some Jewish comedians like Groucho Marx gained popularity and influence within the 
industry and likely saw themselves more as Americans than immigrants, they encouraged 
others to remove the overtly “racial” facets from their acts. Comedians of the era like 
Harry Hershfield and Peter Donald, whose performances were solely based on racial 
caricature, defended the usage asserting it was not offensive if “done well.” Their open 
letter to Variety tried to uphold their argument, stating that "the most dialectally used and 
abused nationals were the Scots and the Swedes - who have never complained.” Marx 
countered that immigrants from those countries “were not a minority being subjected to 
oppression, restriction, segregation, or persecution."38 The disappearance of “Jewface” 
performers did not mean that Jewish characters disappeared from vaudeville in the same 
way they vanished from movie screens in the 1930s. With the onset of the Great 
Depression and the decline of vaudeville, Jewish performers took their acts to radio. They 
widened their audiences and developed new routines based on Jewish stereotypes that did 
not rely on visuals, such as Jack Benny’s “miserly penny-pincher” character that began in 
the 1930s and continued through his television show in the 1950s.39  
 
36 Nesteroff, 277. 
37 Tayla Zax, “Remembering the Days of Vaudeville and Jewface,” The Forward, December 8, 
2015, accessed November 5, 2019, http://forward.com/culture/325800/remembering-the-days-of-
vaudeville-and-jewface. 
38 Nesteroff, 330. 
39 Nesteroff, 675. 
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Jewish immigrant audiences may have enjoyed comedy featuring Jewish 
caricatures on stage, but it did not minimize the bigotry and discrimination against Jews 
that continued in the United States at the time. Jewish vaudeville performers often faced 
prejudice when touring, especially in the South. While Hollywood Jews only had to live 
with bigotry outside of the studios, Jewish vaudeville performers also had to deal with 
bias from non-Jewish performers within the industry. Frank Fay, considered one of the 
first stand-up comedians in vaudeville and its highest-paid performer in the 1920s, was 
“widely known and well substantiated” to be anti-Semitic.40 Despite vaudeville 
performers’ popularity on radio, negative attitudes toward Jews persisted as Hitler rose to 
power and promoted ideas of white supremacy. Advertisers closely watched performers 
for actions or declarations against Germany and Nazism, sending hecklers to live shows 
or threatening to cancel programs. The federal government also kept surveillance on 
Jewish performers. After Eddie Cantor made public statements criticizing Hitler in 1938, 
he was physically assaulted; his FBI file mentions that this occurrence and his comments 
“were very disgusting to the broadcasting company officials and he is becoming 
increasingly unpopular in radio circles.”41 
Sales of television sets were increasing by the late 1940s, and both the film and 
radio industries began to lose audiences. Networks took established radio shows and 
modified them for television and hired well-known comedians to provide programming 
that would fill the airways, appeal to a vast number of viewers, and satisfy sponsors. The 
need to offer American television viewers as much programming as possible resulted in 
multiple sitcoms featuring working-class ethnic, immigrant, and minority families 
 
40 Nesteroff, 406. 
41 Nesteroff, 749. 
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dealing with changing postwar economic and social systems. The Goldbergs (1949-56), 
about a Jewish immigrant family living in the Bronx, was developed from the radio show 
that had been airing on and off since 1929 with many actors coming from Yiddish 
theater.42 Other shows such as Mama (1949-57) about Norwegian immigrants, and Life 
with Luigi (1952-53) about Italian immigrants, aired episodes that specifically dealt with 
ethnicity and family identity at a time when these factors were decreasing among 
Americans and they moved away from large cities in favor of suburban lifestyles.43  
As more Jewish writers, comedians, and actors moved to television, Jewish 
characters became more prevalent in its programming. While vaudeville “Jewface” was 
not acceptable in post-World War II America, the depictions of Jews in popular culture 
during this time were seldom representative of contemporary American Jews or 
American Jewish culture, with characters falling on the far “immoral” or “virtuous” sides 
of the spectrum.44 After comedian Phil Silvers, the son of Russian Jewish immigrants, 
performed a routine at the 1954 White House Correspondents’ Dinner, CBS hired him to 
develop a sitcom with Nat Hiken, who also had a Russian Jewish immigrant heritage.45 
The Phil Silvers Show (1955-59) and the character of Sgt. Bilko shows the influence of 
Yiddish writer Sholom Aleichem’s work on the two writers, as the main protagonist often 
looks to Heaven and asks God to help him make good choices.46 Yet Bilko is far from a 
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sincere character, described as “a scheming con man who voraciously gambled, 
aggressively womanized and compulsively lied.”47 Herman Wouk, a member of the 
Orthodox Jewish community in New York, wrote Marjorie Morningstar (1955), which 
was criticized for having many “negative, indifferent, and ignorant Jews” as supporting 
characters; rabbis also protested its overall depiction of Jewish life. Despite these 
controversies, the novel was the best seller of the year.48 
By contrast, matriarch Molly on The Goldbergs, played by Gertrude Berg, was a 
warm and caring wife and mother. She often disregarded her own feelings and did what 
her family wanted, such as agreeing to buy new appliances or furniture despite her 
anxiety of using credit for purchases. Sponsors made the most of the character’s honesty 
and sincere reputation, and featured Berg in integrated commercials during the show to 
sell and promote their products; audiences often perceived these endorsements as coming 
from Molly Goldberg rather than the actress herself. As one fan described, “If Molly tells 
me a product is good, I believe her. And what’s more, I go out and buy it.”49  
Jewish humor was an integral part of early television, as it was with vaudeville, 
but ratings for these types of programs began to decline as more Americans outside urban 
areas purchased televisions. With shows like Milton Berle’s Texaco Star Theater (1948-
56) no longer attracting a supermajority of the larger television audience, broadcast 
networks decided that it was because they were “too fast, too urban, and too Jewish to be 
broadly acceptable.”50 In addition, as movie studios began to produce television 
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programming in the mid-1950s, they brought their business approach of homogenous 
entertainment to attract universal audiences. The ethnic, working-class family sitcoms 
and variety shows with Jewish comedians began to disappear in favor of big-budget, 
action-oriented shows that producers felt would appeal to a predominantly Christian 
middle-class audience.51  
Jews were not often seen throughout television in the 1960s, with a ratio of 
approximately 1 out of every 700 characters, though some popular and critically 
acclaimed shows like The Dick Van Dyke Show (1961-66) included a supporting 
character who was understood to be Jewish.52 Some programs with Jewish comedians 
that endured, like The Jack Benny Program (1950-65), not only did away with references 
to the stars’ backgrounds but, as Rosalin Krieger declares, “embodied the dominating 
racial and class hierarchies” by writing episodes where they celebrate Christmas and 
Easter.53 Diversity did not reemerge on television until the 1970s, in large part due to the 
social movements of the 1960s. The Mary Tyler Moore Show (1970-77) featured Mary’s 
best friend, Rhoda Morgenstern – the first Jewish woman in a primary television role 
since The Goldbergs.54 Rhoda’s self-deprecation, a throwback to Jewish vaudeville 
humor, eventually made the character popular enough to be spun off to her own self-titled 
show (1974-78), which included her Jewish sister Brenda and mother Ida. The 
Jewishness of sitcom characters in the 1970s like Rhoda or Barney on Barney Miller 
(1975-82), is described by Joyce Antler as “masked” – designated as Jewish more by 
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their personality and behaviors than by any other attributes. They were detached from any 
practice of Judaism, did not discuss their Jewish identity, or deal with any issues related 
to Judaism. A producer for The Mary Tyler Moore Show and Rhoda admits Rhoda’s 
pseudo-camouflage of her Jewish identity was deliberate since early focus groups did not 
respond well to her character. Feedback such as “too New Yorky,” “too abrasive,” and 
“brassy” was interpreted by the network as “too Jewish,” echoing the sentiments 
networks had about Milton Berle over a decade earlier.55   
Acceptance of Jewish characters seemed to be increasing by the end of the decade 
as television producers created content about ethnic identity and historic discrimination 
for different groups. The miniseries Roots (1977), about the family and descendants of an 
African slave brought to America during the Colonial Era, had record viewership with an 
estimate 85% of Americans watching at least one episode.56 The Holocaust miniseries 
(1978) about fictional Jewish and non-Jewish families in World War II Germany was 
watched by 120 million Americans – over half the United States population – when it 
first aired.57 Holocaust education and remembrance in the United States had begun to 
increase with President Carter’s Commission on the Holocaust that same year, leading to 
Congress’ agreement to build a Holocaust Memorial on the National Mall in Washington, 
DC. Alternately, films such as Sophie’s Choice (1982) illustrated the horrors of the 
Holocaust for non-Jewish audiences and created sympathy for the Jewish community.58 
Long-running, popular shows like All in the Family (1971-79) started to broadcast 
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episodes that specifically dealt with anti-Semitism, Jewish culture, and rituals of Judaism 
in later seasons. But as the social movements of the 1970s succumbed to the 
conservatism of the 1980s, this trend diminished. By 1984, none of Nielsen’s top 20 
programs contained a recurring character who was discernably Jewish.59  
Jewish writers and filmmakers who had never experienced firsthand anti-
Semitism were confident enough by the late 1980s to start including Jewish characters in 
their work again, without relying on Jewish issues as the story’s primary focus as the 
reason for their inclusion. The drama thirtysomething (1987-91), created by Jewish 
writers Ed Zwick and Marshall Herskovitz, did not camouflage or merely allude to the 
Judaism of the main character, Michael; his first scene showed him putting on a 
yarmulke, about to be married by a rabbi (“Pilot”). The show was a critical success, 
nominated for and winning multiple awards during its run, though Nielsen ratings never 
placed it in the Top 20 for the years it aired.60 As in the 1950s, networks once again 
began to develop sitcoms around the stand-up routines of Jewish comedians, making 
them executive producers with casting and script approval, with an interesting trend – to 
pair the leading Jewish males to non-Jewish women. By the end of the 1992-93 television 
season, three shows ranked in Nielsen’s Top 20 featured relationships between Jewish 
men and non-Jewish women: Murphy Brown (1988-98, 2018), Northern Exposure (1990-
95), and Love & War (1992-95). Freshman shows like Flying Blind (1992-93) and Mad 
About You (1992-99) also followed this formula.61  
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Jewish women started to reemerge as television leads in the 1990s on shows such 
as The Nanny (1993-99) and Will & Grace (1998-2006, 2017-20) that became hugely 
successful. The enduring popularity of Seinfeld (1989-98) ushered in what many believed 
was an end to networks wanting to keep Jewish characters hidden for fear that television 
audiences would not be interested in watching them. Only a few years into Seinfeld’s run, 
Terry Barr predicted that Jewish characters on television would be “tolerated and 
accepted” by all American audiences going forward and would be interested and invested 
in characters’ consideration of Jewish culture and identity.62 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Many scholars of Jewish representation in media note the tendency to minimize 
Jewish culture. David Zurawik discusses multiple instances in The Jews of Prime Time 
where Jews in positions of authority at various networks throughout television’s history 
wanted to suppress shows with Jewish characters or neutralize the “Jewishness” of 
characters; it was the non-Jewish lower executives who tried to encourage or promote 
shows that included Jewish characters and stories.63 One early example is William Paley, 
Chairman of the Columbia Broadcasting Company (CBS) in the late 1940s and himself 
Jewish, who was actively pursuing deals to develop ethnic radio shows like Amos ‘n’ 
Andy and Mama for television, yet was uncomfortable with the “overtly Jewish” The 
Goldbergs. Despite this, Paley recognized that the white actors who portrayed Amos and 
Andy on radio through “audio blackface” would not be acceptable on television, and 
conducted a search to find black actors for the roles.64 This mindset was continuing as 
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late as the 1990s, when Seinfeld famously almost did not make it on the air because the 
Jewish head of NBC programming at the time thought the pilot episode was “too New 
York Jewish;” his non-Jewish executive wanted to give it a chance and convinced him.65 
Steven Stark contends that when television production moved from New York to 
Hollywood in the mid-1950s, the industry essentially abandoned character ethnicity and 
diversity in favor of representing Americans as white suburbanites.66 
The field of contemporary American Studies developed in part as a response to 
Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s early writings on critical theory.67 Writing about 
the culture industry in 1947, Adorno and Horkheimer feared that mass media would 
create a “sameness…in order to expose [audiences] in authoritarian fashion to the same 
programs put out by different stations.”68 Cherney Berg suggests that like the early 
Hollywood studio heads, the tendency to lessen Jewish identity on television comes from 
a desire for fellow Jews to assimilate into a white American culture rather than draw 
attention to themselves or their own culture.69 Neal Gabler holds an opposite viewpoint, 
speculating that Jewish television producers were “less avid for assimilation” than the 
Hollywood Jews because they were not immigrants, but rather “born into assimilation” in 
the United States.70 There is also the perpetuating myth that a majority white Christian 
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audience does not want to see Jewish characters in media, though it has been consistently 
contradicted. Scholars like Zurawik recognize that characters’ Jewishness in 1970s 
sitcoms were often downplayed intentionally due to this falsehood.71  
American films and television often assume that “Jewish” is homogenous, since 
nearly all Jews living in the United States are of Ashkenazi origin, regardless of 
denomination.72 When discussing the link between early television programs of the 1950s 
and the growing consumerism, George Lipsitz also regards “Jewish” as a single ethnicity 
when analyzing The Goldbergs alongside the Norwegian, Italian, Irish, and Black sitcom 
families of the era.73 He views these programs as exhibiting the working class, rather than 
any historically ethnically marginalized groups in the United States. Lipsitz does not 
progress further in recognizing the importance of showing ethnic families on television 
during the early years of the industry or differentiate between an immigrant and non-
immigrant Jewish existence in the United States. Rather, he cites the parallels between 
episodes of different shows where characters must either contend with dilemmas created 
by the era’s new consumerism, or characters must come together to contend with 
outsiders. The instances that Lipsitz specifies from these shows do not take the different 
cultural identities into account; the families could be interchangeable.  
Many researchers have written on the importance of ethnic inclusion in media, 
and also focus on the effect that mass media has when they inaccurately depict, or omit 
entirely, minorities within American culture. Lipsitz credits scholars of the 1940s as 
recognizing and cultivating the link between what has evolved into American Studies and 
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the art forms of popular culture, which through electronic media allows audiences to be 
both “unified and diverse at the same time.”74 Mass media and popular culture have since 
been incorporated into American Studies scholarship, evolving from “myth and symbol” 
approaches to analyzing the snapshots they provide of American culture in the designated 
era. This was contrary to earlier essays on art produced with technology, which authors 
hoped would serve as warnings to the people. Walter Benjamin articulated in 1936 his 
thought that film’s purpose was to instruct audiences how to react to different elements in 
the real world, rather than represent the elements that already existed.75 However, he also 
stated his belief that seeing specific images which “forced development of sadistic 
fantasies or masochistic delusions” could prevent them from manifesting in the public 
sphere with audience reactions such as collective laughter. Although Benjamin was 
mainly referring to Nazi propaganda films that failed to accomplish their objectives with 
German audiences against Jews, he expressed concern that the “grotesque events” present 
in films were indicative of repressed thoughts and ideas that could be dangerous to 
populations without preventative measures.76 Lauren Rabinovitz suggests that it is not 
enough for American Studies scholars to examine the reflections of American culture in 
media, but should delve further into the connections between organizations, media 
images and messages, and audiences.77 
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Similar to media and cultural studies, Jewish Studies often has a significant 
overlap with American Studies. Developed as an academic field after World War II, 
Arnold Band made the case for its inclusion in the humanities curriculum in 1966 due to 
its interdisciplinary nature potentially consisting of subjects such as history and 
linguistics.78 He highlighted that a majority of the faculty teaching Jewish Studies at 
American universities at the time received postgraduate degrees in the United States, with 
more than 50% either native-born citizens or emigrating to the United States as children, 
calling this American perspective a “crucial area of Jewish life.”79 
Cultivation theory, developed by George Gerbner in 1969, looks at the effect that 
television has on viewers’ perception of reality, noting that “fact and fable play equally 
significant and interrelated roles” in the development and enhancement of societal 
images.80 Although Gerbner did not explore or evaluate the significance of accurate or 
inaccurate representations of different cultures, Thomas Ford and Mark Ferguson have 
examined prejudiced norm theory and how disparagement humor against an individual or 
group may produce and strengthen prejudice against them.81 Carlos Cortes notes that 
news and entertainment media have a “powerful education impact” on audiences who do 
not interact with minority groups, thus forming opinions or reinforcing negative 
stereotypes. He attributes the historical lack of positive minority archetypes to a minimal 
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presence in the industry as decisionmakers.82 Michele Byers also recounts multiple 
scholars who assert “distance from production and decision-making” as a root cause of a 
lack of minority images, or negative ones, often seen in media. However, as she likewise 
observes, this is not the case for Jewish producers and artists within film and television, 
in charge of production but minimizing their own identities and disseminating negative 
images of Jews.83  
Alternatively, Zurawik considers if audiences recognized the lack of Jewish 
characters in the 1960s and 1980s: 
Cultural studies can tell us how media images are used in the social construct of 
reality–how viewers might look at Jewish characters on television and come to 
conclusions about real-world Jewish identity based to some extent on what they 
see on the screen. But what happens in the mind of viewers when Jewish 
characters are not there?84 
 
Ethnic studies in the United States developed in response to these kinds of questions, 
with scholars such as anthropologist Karen Brodkin noting that Europeans who 
immigrated to the United States in the early 20th century were initially viewed as racially 
different, but are now considered “’white’ ethnics.”85 Alvaro Huerta acknowledges that 
non-whites have historically been evaluated by European standards, and ethnic studies 
allows these groups to research and learn about their impact on the United States.86 
Evelyn Hu-DeHart also notes that this type of scholarship is important to understanding 
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how race and ethnicity “play in the construction of American history, culture, and 
society.”87 In addition, Jude Davies and Carol Smith observe that American Studies 
research on ethnicity in film and television often assumes a white, Christian identity as 
dominant, thus categorizing any groups not encompassed under this category as 
“others.”88  
Samantha Baskind asserts that Jewishness in media is not often presented 
independent of the surrounding characters, but rather as a contrast; Jewish characters 
experience discrimination that non-Jewish characters are not subjected to, they are 
expressed through blatant stereotypes, or their Jewishness is hidden or implied by other 
characters.89 This is present in the character of Rhoda on The Mary Tyler Moore Show, 
who was specifically created by the two showrunners – one Jewish and one non-Jewish – 
to be a physical and behavioral opposite to the thin, composed Mary. Described as 
schlumpy by producers and called a “dumb, awful girl” in the pilot episode, Rhoda is 
continuously on a diet, presumably because she feels she needs to lose weight, and often 
puts herself down to others.90 While Rhoda was considered as the “other” with respect to 
the non-Jewish Mary, Rhoda’s family members were relegated to that role within the 
spin-off. Her sister Brenda had low self-esteem and often called herself unattractive; her 
mother Ida was termed a “harridan” by the network contact for the show – shrewish, 
manipulative, and bossy.91  
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Intermarriage between religions is a recurring issue in scholarship about Jewish 
characters on television, as Jewish men are often positioned as the “other” as compared to 
their non-Jewish spouses. Zurawik dedicates a chapter of The Jews of Prime Time to what 
he calls “Shiksa Goddesses Transforming Jewish Guys;” he declares that presenting 
Jewish women as “inferior” to non-Jewish women with regards to desirability, especially 
to Jewish men, was “one of the most powerful depictions of Jewish identity on 
television” through the 20th century.92 Antler concurs with this assessment, calling 
intermarriage the “predominant theme of the 1990s” to Jews, noting that it is not a trend 
for other ethnic groups on television. Statistics show that 50% of Jews were marrying 
non-Jews by 1990 in the United States, but on television it was over 95%.93  
Most shows through the 1990s continued the practice of masking Jewish 
characters; historian Jeffrey Shandler refers to them as “crypto-Jews” who rarely 
discussed their Jewish heritage, although brief hints to their Jewish identity or culture 
might occasionally appear.94 If discussed openly, the characters’ Judaism was often 
diluted or minimized. As Dharma Finkelstein on Dharma and Greg (1997-2002) 
introduces herself to Greg, she explains her name by telling him that her father was 
Jewish; a few scenes later the audience sees that he is very much alive, leading to an 
assumption that he has rejected the Jewish faith. Additionally, Dharma tells Greg’s 
parents that she was not raised Jewish, as if to assure them that she is not really a Jew 
(“Pilot”). Naomi Rockler explores how Jewish identity is represented on Friends (1994-
2004), a show where half the leading characters are supposed to have some type of 
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Jewish heritage but rarely acknowledge or reference their ethnicity or participation in any 
Jewish practices. In a Season 7 episode where Hanukkah is discussed, Ross’ 5-year-old 
son Ben learns that he is part Jewish but there is no meaningful discussion about the 
holiday or the religious significance. Rockler observes that if anyone tries to bring up 
Judaism during the episode, it is dismissed with humor and the conversation shifts 
elsewhere. Ben is eventually taught by a non-Jewish character that Hanukkah is 
celebrated because Superman carried the Jews across the desert (“The One With the 
Holiday Armadillo”). Ben’s interfaith heritage or any additional religious instruction is 
never mentioned again in the series.95 While Antler advocates for more realistic 
portrayals of Jewish characters on television, Byers sees the Jewish representation on 
Friends as genuine since it reflects contemporary “post-Jewishness,” where Jewish 
characters are depicted “as it has thus far been imagined, represented, and 
circumscribed.”96 
In addition to personality traits and behaviors suggesting a character’s Jewish 
identity, names can also be subtle clues to the audience. Antler discusses the technique of 
giving characters “Jewish-sounding” last names, yet genealogist Kimberly Powell 
upholds that surnames that seem to identify someone as Jewish tend to have origins in 
European countries such as Germany and Russia and are not necessarily Jewish 
signifiers. Although surnames themselves may not be explicitly Jewish, she 
acknowledges that suffixes such as –berg, -witz, and –ler are often seen within Jewish 
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communities.97 Bernard Lazerwitz further notes that research by Samuel Kohs and Fred 
Massarik on distinctive Jewish names (DJN) cannot be accurately applied outside the 
United States, since many immigrant Jewish surnames were modified upon arrival from 
Europe.98 
As late as the 1990s, sitcoms with Jewish characters were still facing challenges 
in development and broadcast. Zurawik points out the significance of the initial rejection 
of Seinfeld by the Jewish studio executive, continuing the practice of Jewish producers 
and artists self-censoring their heritage and ethnicity. He contends that this practice was 
started by the Jewish Hollywood studio heads and sustained by those who learned from 
them. Even after Seinfeld was approved for development, the show’s producers were 
initially instructed to make Jerry the only Jewish lead character and emphasize this fact to 
viewers, though the casting of Jewish actors like Jerry Stiller and Estelle Harris as 
George’s parents was an ethnic contradiction to the characters’ Costanza name.99  
Once on the air and attracting large audiences, sitcoms are often allowed the 
creative freedom to be more evident regarding Jewish characters. As Seinfeld’s ratings 
increased and continued production was assured, the writers began to compose episodes 
that specifically dealt with Jewish culture or themes. The humorous and unconventional 
takes on Jewish topics such as circumcision and religious practices were not seen in a 
positive way by all within the Jewish community. Jonathan Pearl, Rabbi of the Astoria 
Center of Israel in Queens and one of the co-founders of the media research group Jewish 
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Televimages Resource Center, has stated his belief that Seinfeld was “blatantly hostile 
toward Judaism.” But Abraham Foxman, former National Director of the ADL and a fan 
of the show during its run, maintains that Seinfeld was a “development for Jews in 
America” in many ways.100 The week before the show’s finale aired, people were still 
wondering if Seinfeld’s “self-hating” had been good for Jews or, rather, if the show had 
ushered in a celebrated new type of Jewish humor.101 Nathan Abrams contends that 
Seinfeld was a more a reflection of the trend to include Jewishness in media, rather than 
its beginning, as a result of assimilation and acceptance into American culture.102  
While there have been changes over the years as to how contemporary Jewish 
characters are portrayed on screens and how many Jewish characters appear in media, 
scholars tend to focus on analyzing the negative stereotypes that appear often 
commenting that it is the Jewish artists themselves, rather than non-Jews, who are 
perpetuating these stereotypes. Abrams argues in The New Jew in Film that depictions of 
Jews changed in mainstream films around the world after the 1980s influx of Jewish 
writers, directors, and producers to the industry who grew up long after the Holocaust, 
yet provides multiple examples of contemporary male characters who are understood as 
Jewish by audiences due to long-running stereotypes such as geekiness, timidity, or 
effeminacy in his chapter on “Passivity.” Zurawik analyzes the feminized traits of Uncle 
David on The Goldbergs, one of the first Jewish characters on American television, many 
of which can be traced to 1600s European anti-Semitic literature despite the show’s 
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Jewish creators and writers.103 Maurice Berger suggests that the consistent portrayal of 
Jewish men as weak is a way of alleviating apprehensions by a prevailing Christian 
culture, as well as the idea that audiences will not accept “full-blooded males who may be 
‘too Jewish’ while also playing to internalized anti-Semitism.”104 Other theories behind 
why recurring negative Jewish stereotypes remain in contemporary media range from 
Leonard Quart’s claim that there is an acceptance of Jewishness among those in the 
industry, thus allowing them to “project an ethnic consciousness,” to Walter Gottlieb’s 
argument that negative stereotypes are symptomatic of a pervasive Jewish self-hatred.105 
Regardless of the motivation, which certainly cannot be considered universal among 
individual Jewish writers, the fact remains that these portrayals and images of Jews and 
Jewish culture on American television are shown to audiences weekly through the 
broadcast season.  
Current scholarship has not fully explored the effect these depictions have on 
current American attitudes toward Jews, especially in light of increased anti-Semitic 
incidents across the United States in recent years. While scholars have analyzed ethnic 
portrayals on television, few have looked at audience perceptions of these 
representations, especially Jewish depictions; research tends to focus on the effectiveness 
of advertising, audience demographics, or perceptions of violence or sexuality on 
television. A study exploring ethnic depictions on the most popular American Prime-
Time television shows between 1987 and 2009 only assessed audience attitudes toward 
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characteristics such as moral disposition and sexual objectification, rather than 
stereotypical traits; it did not look at Jewish characters at all.106  
Sut Jhally and Justin Lewis understood in Enlightened Racism that viewer 
assessments of race in The Cosby Show would likely extend past the normal guidelines of 
television audience research, as gauging attitudes due to the show was complex; while 
television may have an impact on audiences, the extent of that influence can vary based 
on viewers’ preexisting views.107 Their research sought to explore two opposing 
arguments by scholars, that either The Cosby Show successfully challenged racist 
attitudes of white American audiences, or that it presented a false view of racial tolerance 
and pacified white American audiences of fears against Black people. Methodology 
included the viewing of what Jhally and Lewis termed a “fairly typical” specific episode 
by all respondents in groups of two to six family members or friends in their own or 
neighbors’ homes, which allowed for informal conversations between respondents and 
interviewers. Groups were racially homogenous, and interviewers selected for the groups 
matched their race.108 Jhally and Lewis’s work made clear to me that a survey for this 
project needed to include additional demographics beyond gender and age, as well as to 
include opportunities for free responses in lieu of in-person interviews, but could not be 
lengthy or time-consuming due to its online aspect. 
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AMERICAN TELEVISION TODAY 
The business of film and television has changed significantly in the years since 
Seinfeld and The Nanny went off the air, with new ways of viewing media entertainment 
that provide multiple outlets for distribution and almost limitless options for niche 
programming. Jewish producers such as Chuck Lorre often have total control over their 
television shows, and rejection by a network executive no longer causes a project to 
perish before it has a chance to find an audience. As Amanda Lotz details, the multiple 
ways that Americans watch television – or what we now try to define as television – have 
done away with the concept of trying to appeal to a homogenous audience.109 The Post-
Network Era has seen changes in how Americans watch television, how companies 
advertise on television, and how audience viewership is measured. The question remains 
as to whether the programming itself has changed on broadcast television, in part due to 
shows like Seinfeld, and if so, how much.  
STEREOTYPES OF JEWISH CHARACTERS 
  Jewish characters in American media after World War II, if established as Jews 
rather than neutralized individuals with the casting of non-Jewish actors, can be 
categorized into one of four types. Men are represented as either the Nebbish or the 
Greedy/Cheap Jew, and women are often regarded as either the Jewish Mother or the 
Jewish American Princess, depending on age. The traits found in these characters on 
screen have roots in European and American literature, starting with “greedy Jew” 
Shylock in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice (1600), and initially perpetuated due 
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to antisemitism. In the 18th and 19th centuries, self-hating Jewish writers, philosophers, 
and scholars themselves continued and boosted Jewish stereotypes and myths; Freud’s 
writings on Jewish men focused on their “hysteria” and femininity, and Jews who did not 
fit this type were framed as simpleminded.110 Jewish women were rarely mentioned or 
discussed before the 20th century, since the study or analysis of Jews during this time was 
linked to societal views of masculinity.111 
THE NEBBISH 
Although the term had been around since 1907, Leo Rosten famously defined the 
Nebbish in 1968 for American readers as “a nonentity; ‘a nothing of a person.’”112 The 
Nebbish stereotype grew from the myths that Jewish men were powerless, both 
physically and in personality, but once adopted into Yiddish literature the character 
transformed into a loveable loser that audiences might support. Rachel Shukert considers 
the Nebbish stereotype to be solidified after the Holocaust, when Jews were often 
presented in media as helpless victims.113 Despite Seinfeld’s George Constanza never 
being clearly defined as Jewish, scholars often refer to him as the modern-day Nebbish 
character, “trapped in a cellar of despair” and self-described as disturbed and 
inadequate.114 Antler’s assessment of the Jewish Nebbish on television is that most are 
written as intelligent and successful in their white-collar careers, but are somewhat 
gawky and socially inept.115 Female Jewish characters not attractive enough to be 
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considered Jewish American Princesses (discussed below) became an offshoot of the 
Nebbish, often termed the Ugly Duckling. 
THE GREEDY/CHEAP JEW 
 The stereotypes about Jews and money – that they are avaricious, or stingy in 
order to hold onto as much wealth as possible – have been in existence for over a 
thousand years. Christian practice in the Middle Ages prohibited moneylending, so Jews 
often took on these roles as one of the few allowed for them.116 Some of the earliest 
images on film are Cohen’s Advertising Scheme (1904) and Cohen’s Fire Sale (1907), in 
which the main Jewish character is portrayed in “Jewface” as a monstrous, conniving 
business owner.117 Jewish characters were largely de-Semitized in American film through 
the 1950s, but these traits regarding money reappeared on television as the scheming Sgt. 
Bilko on The Phil Silvers Show. It eventually transformed into the Cheap Jew, often seen 
as an occasional supporting relative of the lead character Nebbish, or a quality of the 
Nebbish themselves. Seinfeld’s Morty, Helen, and Uncle Leo all admit to stealing items 
like books and batteries, stating “Nobody pays for everything” (“The Bookstore”). 
THE JEWISH MOTHER 
One of the earliest appearances of a sympathetic Jewish mother appeared in 
stories by Anzia Yezierska from 1915-1919, which were collected and adapted as the 
film Hungry Hearts (1922).118 At the height of Jewish immigration in the 1920s and 
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1930s, the selfless yiddishe mama elicited nostalgia for the Old Country and was praised 
for the sacrifices she made to give her children a better life in America.119 The character 
of Molly Goldberg was created in this tradition in 1929 and sustained even though the 
final season of The Goldbergs, when the family cast off their immigrant roots and moved 
from the Bronx to the suburban neighborhood of Haverville. 
The lack of Jews and Jewish mothers on screen through the 1960s was in some 
ways offset by the multitudes that appeared in other art forms. Antler notes the numerous 
scholars who mark this time as the “coming of age of the Jewish mother,” naming the 
satirical books such as Dan Greenburg’s How to Be a Jewish Mother (1964) and Philip 
Roth’s Portnoy’s Complaint (1969) that solidified the stereotype of the guilt-inducting, 
pushy Jewish Mother.120 When Jewish mother Ida Morgenstern appeared on The Mary 
Tyler Moore Show and Rhoda, she was nothing like Molly Goldberg; she was such an 
overbearing character that Rhoda tries to avoid her as much as possible during a visit 
(“Support Your Local Mother”). As early as 1975, scholars observed “The Jewish Wife” 
or “Horrible Jewish Mother” stereotype, noting similarities between the Morgensterns 
and comedian Joan Rivers’ stand-up routine as they disparaged themselves in the name of 
humor or attempted to control others with guilt, as opposed to non-Jewish mothers.121 
Although Jewish women were not often seen in sitcoms through the 1980s and 
1990s, mainly since the spouses of main male characters were specifically non-Jewish, 
these representations became normalized for future shows, especially in sporadically 
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recurring characters. The Jewish mothers who followed share similar bossy qualities to 
Ida Morgenstern, interfering in all aspects of their children’s lives seemingly out of love. 
Antler maintains that almost all Jewish mothers on television in the 1990s were depicted 
within this stereotype, going so far at times to call it a caricature; they nagged their grown 
sons and daughters and meddled in their lives on Mad About You, Seinfeld, and The 
Nanny.122 Joan Rivers, a comedian known for an aggressive and abrasive style of humor, 
was cast as Vicki’s “loud-mouthed, opinionated” mother on Suddenly Susan (1996-2000) 
who sabotages her daughter’s wedding and displays an “overall selfish disposition.”123 In 
varying degrees, American media continues to portray older, Jewish women as abrasive, 
manipulative, and zealous despite the societal changes we have seen in the last 50 
years.124 
THE JEWISH AMERICAN PRINCESS 
Marc Lee Raphael credits the novel Marjorie Morningstar (1955) with 
popularizing the stereotype of the Jewish American Princess (JAP), although elements 
can be found in Rosalie on The Goldbergs.125 These young, middle-class Jewish women 
were seen in the 1950s as modern contrasts to their immigrant yiddishe mamas, 
embracing consumerism yet financially dependent on their fathers or husbands. The 
Women’s Liberation Movement of the 1970s permitted characters like Rhoda and Brenda 
Morgenstern to be single and fiscally separated from the men in their family, but turned 
them into the self-deprecating, Ugly Duckling Nebbish sidekick. 
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While financial reliance on men was not necessarily considered a negative quality 
for women during the 1950s, writers began taking these traits to extreme levels for 
Jewish female characters in the Reagan yuppie years of the 1980s. Coupled with 
stereotypes about money, the Jewish American Princess emerged as a rich, spoiled, 
materialistic brat obsessed with shopping who takes advantage of her weak, Jewish 
father.126 Riv-Ellen Prell includes qualities of the stereotype such as being childless due 
to a “demanding nature…she does not nurture or take domestic responsibility. The JAP is 
obsessed with her physical attractiveness but is most often portrayed as unwilling to give 
sexual pleasure… [her father and her husband/boyfriend] are portrayed as indulging and 
enabling her behavior and whims. Their devotion to her needs is essential for her to 
obtain what she wants.”127 Abrams alludes to this stereotype as the reason why so many 
Jewish male characters on television are coupled with non-Jewish women, especially by 
Jewish writers.128 On Friends, Janice Hosenstein, was positioned as an early on-again, 
off-again romantic partner for the non-Jewish Chandler; often described as annoying with 
a nasal voice, one critic defending how she was treated by the main characters concedes 
she was “irritating, sartorially challenged, obnoxious, unapologetic…meant to be 
someone we, along with Chandler and the others, hate, laugh at, want to go away.”129 
Although Fran on The Nanny is cited as groundbreaking for often referencing her Jewish 
ethnicity, the character is also seen by scholars like Zurawik as a blatant stereotype who 
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was “loud, nasal, crass, gauche, whining, materialistic, manipulative, addicted to food 
and shopping, and endlessly scheming.”130 
SELECT CHARACTER ANALYSIS 
THE BIG BANG THEORY 
 By the end of its twelve season run, CBS’ The Big Bang Theory was the most-
watched scripted television series in the United States with a total of over 17 million 
viewers.131 Created by Chuck Lorre, the series focuses on four friends – Sheldon, 
Leonard, Howard, and Raj – employed at the California Institute of Technology as 
researchers. Penny, an attractive young blonde, moves into Sheldon and Leonard’s 
building at the start of the series. Lorre attributes the development of Howard as coming 
from his own Jewish upbringing as well as from the Jewish actor who plays him, Simon 
Helberg.132 Despite this, the character is often cited as a classic example of a male Jewish 
stereotype. Lahav Harkov described Howard as a “lazily-written caricature” when the 
show first premiered; she also acknowledged that among the four main “geek” principals, 
Howard’s odd physical appearance additionally set him apart.133 Despite the character’s 
inclusion on Jon Reiss’ list of Top Ten Jews on Television in 2010, he contended that 
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Howard “reinforces every possible Jewish stereotype…a sex-obsessed nerdy momma’s 
boy…willing to do just about anything to get laid.”134 
While the notion of Jewish self-hatred has existed for centuries, Kurt Lewin’s 
1941 essay, “Self-Hatred Among Jews,” brought it into American culture. This 
propagated the concept of Jewish Americans who wish to eschew their Jewishness and 
integrate into American culture, so as not to be seen by the predominantly Christian 
population as “others” and outsiders.135 Many past Jewish actors and comedians have 
changed their names to more Anglo-Saxon ones, either to conceal their Jewish identity or 
adopt a catchier stage name, or both; well-known examples are Jack Benny, who was 
born Jack Kubelsky, and Milton Berle, born Mendel Berlinger.136 Lorre revealed to 
viewers through a Vanity Card for his production company after an episode of Two and a 
Half Men that he changed his last name when he was in his 20s. Charlie Sheen mentioned 
the card on a call to the Alex Jones Show, referring to Lorre as “Chaim Levine” multiple 
times in what the ADL called “borderline anti-Semitism.”137 Lorre claimed the name 
change was because his mother “had an unfortunate habit of using Levine as a stinging 
insult” since she did not get along with her in-laws, and it created “acute feelings of low 
self-esteem” in Lorre growing up.138A later Vanity Card articulated his feeling of Jewish 
assimilation during a trip to Israel: 
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I like it here. Not for the geography, or architecture, or even the history. No, I like 
it because for the first time in my life I'm surrounded with DNA much like my 
own. Until I got here, until I wandered around Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, I didn't 
realize how much my double helix yearned to be around similar strands. Now 
that's not to say that I don't occasionally have that very same genetic experience in 
Beverly Hills (particularly in Chinese restaurants on Sunday night). But the sheer 
homogeneity of Israel overwhelms any over-priced kung pao gathering at Mr. 
Chow's. The cop, the cab driver, the hotel concierge, the pilot, the waiter, the shoe 
salesman, the beautiful girl looking right through me as if I didn't exist -- all 
Jewish!…I have to believe my visceral and very pleasant reaction is some sort of 
evolutionary, tribal thing. Some sort of survival gene that makes human beings 
want to stay with their birth group. Which raises the question, why have I spent a 
lifetime moving away from that group? How did Chaim become Chuck? How did 
Levine become Lorre? The only answer I come up with is this: When I was a little 
boy in Hebrew school the rabbis regularly told us that we were the chosen people. 
That we were God's favorites. Which is all well and good except that I went 
home, observed my family and, despite my tender age, thought to myself, 
"bull$#*!.139 
 
An unanswered question raised by this Vanity Card is if Lorre actually views Jewishness 
as a genetic function, or if his mention of DNA is more a metaphor for the cultural 
differences between Jews in the United States and Jews in Israel. Much scholarship has 
already been written about the supposed biological basis of Jewishness, including the 
concept of “looking Jewish.” Although social scientists have agreed for decades that race 
is a social construct with no biological foundation, the notion that racial and ethnical 
groups can be identified by physical appearance persists.140 Bernice Shrank’s exploration 
of the Jewish nose stereotype recognizes that ethnicity needs a social and cognitive 
framework – if someone is identified as Jewish, they are perceived as Jewish by their 
looks. Yet in this same framework, someone with “generic ethnic” features could be 
considered Spanish, Russian, or Indian depending on the circumstances; Shrank notes 
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that actors often take advantage of this tendency for audience acceptance.141 Although 
this physical trait is unreliable for determining who is Jewish, it continues to persist – 
even among Jews themselves.142  
Lorre has also used his Vanity Cards to express politically liberal views, and on 
multiple occasions expressed opposition to Donald Trump and his policies during and 
after the 2016 election. One Vanity Card reiterating the foundation of immigrants to the 
United States also seems to express the resentment of being the “other” in American 
society: “We are a nation of immigrants who have consistently ignored the rigging. You 
won't let us join your club? %#&@ you, we'll start our own club. You won't let us go to 
your school? %#&@ you, we'll start our own school. You won't let us earn money your 
way? %#&@ you, we'll earn it our way.”143  
NON-JEWISH CHARACTERS 
 The premise of the show is the conflict between the four intelligent “geeks” and 
the neighbor outside their social circle. Although Howard is most often seen as “creepy,” 
the other males display nerdy or off-putting characteristics and behaviors throughout the 
series. However, none of these traits are tied to their religious affiliations or ethnic 
heritage. Sheldon, who was raised Christian in Texas, is often “diagnosed” by pop culture 
researchers as having Asperger’s Syndrome or being on the autism spectrum, exhibiting 
obsessive behaviors and a lack of social skills to the frustration and anger of his friends. 
He often proclaims that he is more intelligent than anyone else in the group and dictates 
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the group’s leisure activity schedule every day of the week. Although Leonard’s heritage 
is never discussed beyond his home state of New Jersey, the casting of Judd Hirsch as his 
father in Season 9 lends to the theory that Leonard might be at least half-Jewish, 
especially when he displays nebbish-like “loser” qualities in his romantic pursuits. Raj is 
presented in Season 1 with social anxiety and selective mutism when he is around 
women; he can overcome it with alcohol, but this causes him to exhibit obnoxious 
behavior. Raj’s Hindu faith and his birth country of India are often mentioned, but never 
used for humor at his expense aside from his lack of adherence to Hindu dietary 
practices. Rather, Raj is most often critiqued or made fun of for exhibiting so-called 
“feminine” qualities within a group that rarely conforms to any traditionally “masculine” 
traits. Penny, initially a waitress and aspiring actress from Nebraska, has many romantic 
partners before marrying Leonard; the group regularly mentions her promiscuity. She is 
also a terrible waitress, even to her friends who visit the restaurant, and her apartment is 
repeatedly seen in a sloppy, unkempt state. 
HOWARD IN SEASON 1 (2007-2008) 
Howard’s heritage is subtly established at the beginning of the series when he 
introduces himself to new neighbor Penny with his surname of Wolowitz, thereby 
identifying himself as Jewish. By this point, audiences may have already formed an 
opinion of him from his mimicry of Stephen Hawking’s computerized speech-generating 
device or his assumption that an unfamiliar woman in the apartment is only present to 
have sex with one of them (“Pilot”). He is singled out as an “other” along with Raj during 
Mrs. Cooper’s visit when she tells them they do not have to pray “In Jesus’ name” unless 
they are inspired to do so (“The Luminous Fish Effect”). Another factor that separates 
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Howard from Sheldon and Leonard is his wardrobe; he is often seen in bright colors such 
as orange or turquoise, which visually sets him apart from the dark browns or greys that 
others in the group wear. 
Viewers who may have missed previous visual or spoken clues as to Howard’s 
Jewish identity are informed that he has Temple Beth Seder in his phone contacts. Later, 
he reiterates his last name and its Jewish reference to a woman he just spent the night 
with: 
Howard: So, what do you say, you wanna repair to Castle Wolowitz?  
Christy: What is that, like a Mexican deli? 
Howard: I’m sorry, I should have mentioned this earlier, my last name is 
Wolowitz. 
Christy: Oh, that’s so cool. My first Jew! (“The Dumpling Paradox”) 
Howard’s apology to Christy is curious. Viewers cannot discern if he is sorry they did not 
really get to know each other before having sex, or if he is apologizing for not informing 
Christy earlier that he is Jewish as a potential “dealbreaker.” 
Despite having sex with Christy, Howard is not portrayed as a man who is 
successful with women. He hires an escort as his date to a work function, but she will not 
allow him to even put his arm around her (“The Luminous Fish Effect”). Although 
Howard is allergic to peanuts, he voluntarily goes into anaphylaxis for the potential of 
hooking up with Penny’s “easy” friends (“The Peanut Reaction”). When speaking to 
female characters, his dialog consists of cringeworthy flattery in unsuccessful seduction 
attempts (“The Big Bran Hypothesis,” “The Hamburger Postulate”). He is shamelessly 
unaware of, or indifferent to, how uncomfortable he makes women. Howard seems to 
understand that he has crossed lines of propriety in the past yet fails to recognize the 
severity of his actions. His advice about relationships to the group consists of analogies 
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such as “Love is not a sprint; it’s a marathon…a relentless pursuit that only ends when 
she falls into your arms. Or hits you with the pepper spray,” and notes that he is a “self-
taught expert” about sexual harassment law (“The Fuzzyboots Corollary”) He insinuates 
that he watches pornography, if it is free (“The Grasshopper Experiment”), and probes 
for the details of other people’s intimate relations (“The Tangerine Factor”). 
Howard frequently exhibits childish or immature qualities while also attempting 
to portray himself as a desirable, masculine figure to women. In his first appearance on 
screen, he is wearing a belt buckle in the shape of a Nintendo console controller. An 
outgoing message on his answering machine tells callers that he is having sex with his 
new girlfriend, although he told her it would be re-recorded (“The Dumpling Paradox”). 
He attempts to take an upskirt video of Penny (“The Cooper-Hofstadter Polarization”) 
and reveals that he wore a “king crown” and played laser tag with friends for his birthday 
the previous year (“The Peanut Reaction”).  
Howard is 26 years old when the series begins and has already completed a 
master’s degree, but he still lives with his Jewish mother. In the tradition of “invisible” 
television characters like Norm’s wife on Cheers (1982-1993), Mrs. Wolowitz is heard 
but never seen on screen. Viewers first hear her as she argues with Howard’s wannabe 
girlfriend, Christy, offscreen; she is loud, crass, and insults both Christy and Howard: 
Sheldon, Leonard, and Raj approach the Wolowitz house. 
Christy (voice): I’m just saying you can take the damn plastic off the couch once  
in a while. 
Mrs. Wolowitz (voice): Why? So you and Howard can hump on it?  
Howard (voice): Ladies, ladies, I’m sure there’s a middle ground. 
Christy and Mrs. Wolowitz (voice) together: Shut up, Howard! 
Howard: You girls talk. I’m going to take my scooter out for a little spin.  
Christy (voice, as Howard emerges through door): Are you happy? You drove  
your own son out of the house.  
Mrs. Wolowitz (voice): Why don’t you stop butting in where you don’t belong? 
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Howard (to Sheldon, Leonard, and Raj): What are you guys doing here?  
Sheldon: It’s Halo night.  
Mrs. Wolowitz (voice): He’s not a man, he’s a putz. And don’t you take that tone  
with me, you gold digger. 
Christy (voice): What did you call me?  
Mrs. Wolowitz (voice): You heard me, and I’ll tell you something else, you’re  
barking up the wrong tree, cause as long as you’re around, Howard is out  
of the will. 
Christy (voice): You know what? I got better offers. I’m out of here.  
Mrs. Wolowitz (voice): That’s right, go back to Babylon, you whore. 
Howard (to Sheldon, Howard, and Raj): So, Halo night, huh? 
(“The Dumpling Paradox”) 
 
The next time viewers hear Mrs. Wolowitz, she is communicating with Howard 
by yelling from a different room in the house. When the landline phone rings, she hollers 
for Howard to answer it and then pesters him about who it is. She inquires if Howard was 
“playing” with a sick Sheldon, and when Howard reminds her that he is an adult she 
sarcastically calls him “Mr. Grown-Up” before making him a breakfast of his choosing. 
Howard then asks Mrs. Wolowitz for permission to have his friends come to the house, 
but she refuses because the carpets were just cleaned (“The Pancake Batter Anomaly”). 
Howard’s Jewish faith does not seem very important to him. When Sheldon’s 
sister visits and he expresses an aversion to Howard asking her out, Howard wonders if it 
is because he is Jewish; he is seemingly ready to abandon his faith and quasi-offers to 
murder his Rabbi “with a porkchop” (“The Porkchop Indeterminacy”). He is more than 
willing to cash in his bar mitzvah bonds to take a woman shopping (“The Dumpling 
Paradox”) or to purchase movie memorabilia (“The Nerdvana Annihilation”). He also 
comments that he made a promise to his mother to remain Jewish even if he becomes “a 





HOWARD IN SEASON 12 (2018-2019) 
 By the final season of the series, Howard is married with two young children. He 
is reasonably successful in his career, especially since completing astronaut training and 
visiting the International Space Station as a Payload Specialist during Season 6. 
Following the trend for Jewish men in situation comedies since the 1990s, his wife, 
Bernadette, is not Jewish. There is no mention of whether the children will be raised as 
Jewish or Christian, though their different religions are still acknowledged.  
Bernadette: I guess it would just take a really brave man to put an embarrassing 
story like that out into the world, just so it might help some frightened 
children not feel so alone. 
Howard: Wow. That is quite the guilt trip. Are you sure you're not Jewish? 
Bernadette: I'm just a wife that is so proud of her husband and doesn't think that  
he has anything to be embarrassed about. 
Howard: Oh. You're sounding less and less Jewish.  
(“The Laureate Accumulation”) 
 
Howard continues to reference his Jewish identity but does not seem to be a member of a 
temple or observe any Jewish holidays. He maintains some Jewish traditions without 
acknowledging the meaning behind them, such as giving $1 so a “tree shows up in Israel” 
(“The Meteorite Manifestation”). 
With the death of Mrs. Wolowitz before the final season of the show, Bernadette 
has taken the place of the dominating female figure in Howard’s life and often belittles 
him in front of others. When angry that she cannot beat him at a video game, she taunts 
him with the fact that her salary is higher than his (“The Citation Negation”). She credits 
herself for transforming Howard over the years through manipulation: 
Bernadette: Look at Howard. He was a disaster when I met him. Now he’s a foxy  
astronaut with a hot wife. 
Raj: Wait, he always wanted to be an astronaut. 




Howard: Wait, so what are you going to do? Just badger [Penny] until she says  
yes? 
Bernadette: Hmm. That may have worked on you, but she’s too smart for that.  
(“The Confirmation Polarization”) 
 
Bernadette also admits in a later episode that she wants to take credit for any “victory” he 
might have (“The VCR Illumination"). Howard encourages the idea of placating 
Bernadette to the rest of group, even though she might be the one in the wrong: 
Amy: Don't you think it's unreasonable for her to ask us to do something she  
refused to do? 
Howard: Yes. So when can you stop by? 
Sheldon: I don't understand. If it's unreasonable, why should we do it? 
Howard: Okay, how about this? You know in Star Wars when R2 and Chewbacca  
were playing holochess? Well, Chewbacca was losing and getting angry 
and... 
Sheldon: Wait. Are you saying we should let the Wookiee win? 
Howard: Hey. Hey, that's my wife you're talking about. But yes, let the Wookiee 
win. (“The Imitation Perturbation”) 
 
When Howard gets nostalgic for the scooter he used to own, he admits that Bernadette 
made him sell it after they started dating. He purchases one without her knowledge, but is 
found out: 
Bernadette: I can't believe you were sneaking around my back like a child. 
Howard: I just didn't want you to worry. 
Bernadette: No, you just didn't want to get caught. 
Howard: I'm sorry, but you telling me what I can and can't do is pretty damn  
emasculating. 
Bernadette: Emasculating? You were about to ride bitch on a moped with another  
man…Why do you want to ride that stupid thing anyway? 
Howard: I don't know. Maybe I just miss the freedom I had as a younger man. 
Bernadette: What freedom? You lived with your mother. You had a curfew. 
Howard: It wasn't a curfew; it was just a time of night where if I got home after  
that, she would be mad.  
Bernadette: You know what? I'm done talking about this. Do whatever you want. 
Howard: I will! 
Bernadette: I just want you to ask yourself if that tiny, ridiculous scooter is the hill  




Howard is then seen selling the scooter to a co-worker and giving the money to 
Bernadette, though she catches him trying to hide some of it from her (“The Inspiration 
Deprivation”). 
Howard’s sexual obsession is still present, and he frequently discusses his marital 
relations with others. He tells his friends, as well as an employee of the Zoning Office, 
that his neighbor’s motion sensor light does not allow him to have sex in his backyard hot 
tub in private (“The Meteorite Manifestation”). Howard continues to acknowledge his 
past techniques of trying to attract women, such as disturbing phone calls or lurking, 
without apology (“The D&D Vortex”). No stranger to the University’s Human Resources 
Department due to inappropriate behavior, Howard has only learned the lesson of hiding 
his true nature when summoned. 
Amy: Guys, come on, I think I'm in trouble. 
Howard: It's no big deal. I used to get called into HR all the time. Ms. Davis is  
great. Pro tip: if you find strong women sexy, do not say it out loud. 
Raj: Relax. You're probably just going to get a slap on the wrist. 
Howard: Maybe, but do not ask for that, on the wrist or anywhere else.  
(“The Inspiration Deprivation”) 
  
When his sexual obsession is directed towards Bernadette, he tends to include self- 
deprecating comments about his lackluster desirability or sexual expertise. 
Bernadette: Just put me in [the video game]. I'll figure it out. 
Howard: Oh, sounds like me on our honeymoon. Okay, you're skydiving down. 
You're almost to the ground. Now, when you land, you're going to 
want...okay, you're dead. 
Bernadette: Wait, that's it? That wasn't fun at all. 
Howard: Oh, now it sounds like you on our honeymoon.  
(“The Citation Negation") 
 
He accuses Bernadette of trying to pick a fight so she has an excuse not to have sex with 
him (“The Conjugal Configuration”) and is surprised when does express a desire for him 
(“The Procreation Calculation").  
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After twelve years, Howard is still habitually labeled as “creepy” by others, such 
as his reaction when Raj discusses being intimate with his girlfriend for the first time 
(“The Consummation Deviation”) or his obsession with discovering which of 
Bernadette’s co-workers from nine years earlier thought he was “cute” (“The Plagiarism 
Schism”). When asked about her feelings about Howard, Amy’s mother calls him “that 
odd little friend you have with the haircut” ("The Consummation Deviation"). Bernadette 
reveals that when she and Howard temporarily broke up while dating, Penny said “mean 
things” about him: “Some of it was hurtful, most of it was true” (“The Propagation 
Proposition”). Howard’s clothes are not as eclectic as they were in Season 1, but he 
continues to wear large belt buckles and a dickie, stating “It’s a choice…it’s a style” 
although Penny calls it a “tragedy” ("The Imitation Perturbation"). 
Despite his love for Bernadette, Howard admits that his behavior toward her and 
his children leaves room for improvement. He leaves the door open when using the 
bathroom despite Bernadette’s objections (“The Wedding Gift Wormhole”). He freely 
declares to the group that he has “been pretty annoying lately” so Bernadette will want to 
play paintball as an excuse to shoot him (“The Paintball Scattering”). If Bernadette 
expresses a negative opinion of him, it does not seem to be significant enough for him to 
change his behavior. 
Howard: Bernadette thinks I have poor parenting skills. 
Leonard: Maybe she's basing that on your poor husbanding skills. 
Howard: Who can say? I'm bad at a lot of things. (“The Conference Valuation”) 
 
While Howard has experienced some growth as a character throughout the series, 
he is not presented as an ethical person. He is an amateur magician, but despite the dream 
of auditioning for the Magic Castle he is willing to reveal the secret of a trick to Amy’s 
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father for $100 ("The Consummation Deviation").144 Howard also confesses to Raj that 
he lies to Bernadette, and though he expects to eventually be caught he does not plan to 
do anything about it: 
Howard: I told her [three years ago] I got life insurance, and I totally didn’t.  
Someday, she's going to find out. I’m going to say, "Ha-ha! I know you've 
been hiding in the playhouse." 
Raj: Why don't you just get the life insurance? 
Howard: Whose side are you on? (“The Grant Allocation Derivation") 
Though the final season, Howard is generally shown to be a bad friend. He 
regifted the crystal chakra wand Raj gave him and Bernadette as a wedding gift and goes 
back on his word not to make fun of Stuart after a tanning disaster (“The Wedding Gift 
Wormhole”). Howard calls Raj “alone and unloved” after a fight with his fiancé, though 
he later expresses hope that they will reconcile (“The Propagation Proposition”).  
A brief recap of the characters is shown before the series’ final episode, to give 
viewers a sense of how much they have changed from the premiere. Howard is shown: 
• kissing Bernadette when his mother, off screen, yells that she is back 
home (“The Gorilla Experiment”) 
• attempting to break down a bathroom door, and failing miserably (“The 
Engagement Reaction”) 
• going to the International Space Station, screaming “Oy vey!” in terror 
during the launch (“The Launch Acceleration”) 
• marrying Bernadette, not wearing a yarmulke and not breaking a glass at 
the end of the ceremony (“The Change Constant”) 
 
After twelve years on the air, Howard’s character is seemingly defined by his overbearing 
mother, physical weakness, fear, and not observing Jewish traditions. 
 
 
144 The Magic Castle is a private club for members of the Academy of Magical Arts, which 




WILL & GRACE 
 When Will & Grace premiered on NBC in the fall of 1998, no other show on 
American broadcast television had ever featured a gay leading male character.145 
Unsurprisingly, the character of Will was the focus of the initial publicity and reviews, 
rather than the heterosexual leading female character of Grace who happens to be Jewish, 
played by Jewish actress Debra Messing. Ratings for the show increased through its first 
season, and critical acclaim followed; its second season received a number of Prime Time 
Emmy nominations, winning Outstanding Comedy Series for Jewish co-creators David 
Kohan and Max Mutchnick.146 During its initial run, the show earned over 80 Emmy 
nominations, winning a total of 16.147 Mutchnick, who is openly gay, has stated that he 
based the lead characters’ relationship on the friendship he had with a heterosexual 
female friend growing up.148 
The mainstream success of the show, in addition to praise from advocate groups 
such as the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLADD) about Will’s 
portrayal, showed that audiences were more than willing to see realistic gay characters in 
media. Most scholarly discussions of the show during its early seasons focused on gay 
characters, but during Season 4 of the show Naomi Pfefferman maintained that Grace 
was unlike the stereotypes of young “pathetic” or “obnoxious” Jewish women portrayed 
on television at the time, and instead was a “gorgeous, kooky interior designer who is 
 
145 Kathleen Battles and Wendy Hilton-Morrow, “Gay Characters in Conventional Spaces: Will 
and Grace and the Situation Comedy Genre,” Critical Studies in Media Communication 19, no. 1 (March 
2002): 87. EBSCOhost. 
146 Susanne Ault, “New Kids on the Dais,” Broadcasting & Cable 130, no. 39 (September 18, 
2000): 26. EBSCOhost. 
147 “Will & Grace Awards & Nominations,” Television Academy, accessed March 9, 2020, 
http://www.emmys.com/shows/will-grace. 
148 Naomi Pfefferman, “Jewish and Normal? Oy!” Jewish Journal (September 6, 2001), accessed 
March 9, 2020, http://jewishjournal.com/arts/4792. 
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neither pushy nor a shopaholic.”149 Kera Bolonik declared in 2003, after five seasons on 
the air, that Will & Grace was the most “overtly Jewish” sitcom since The Goldbergs, 
citing examples of Grace’s dialogue that reveal her Jewish upbringing.150 While Zurawik 
contends that Grace’s Jewish identity was “treated with an ease and self-confidence” 
unlike most other female sitcom characters and describes her as “attractive and playful,” 
he also calls her “incredibly neurotic” and “perpetually on the brink of hysteria…who 
seems incapable of a fulfilling relationship.”151 
NON-JEWISH CHARACTERS 
 Will is the most sympathetic character on the series, detailing his life as a gay 
man while living with his heterosexual female best friend, Grace. These two characters 
are often matched up against the others in their group, Karen and Jack. Karen is a rich, 
egocentric socialite who is employed by Grace as an assistant but does no actual work. 
She treats her domestic employees poorly and is constantly drinking alcohol or taking 
prescription drugs to get high. Jack is portrayed as an immature and stereotypically 
flamboyant, yet confident, gay man who cannot hold a steady job as compared to Will, a 
sensible but insecure lawyer.  
GRACE IN SEASON 1 (1998-1999) 
 Grace is implied to be Jewish in early episodes only by mention of her last name, 
which is often within the framework of her business, Grace Adler Designs; in the 
premiere, her last name is only mentioned once about halfway through the episode 
 
149 Pfefferman, “Jewish and Normal? Oy!” 
150 Kera Bolonik, “Oy Gay!” Nation 277, no. 16 (November 17, 2003): 42. EBSCOhost. 
151 Zurawik, 199. 
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(“Pilot”). As with Howard on The Big Bang Theory, viewers may form their opinions of 
Grace long before the episode when her mother arrives for a visit and is conveyed as 
Jewish outright by Jack, calling Mrs. Adler a “fabuloso Jewess from Schenectady” (“The 
Unsinkable Mommy Adler”). Grace’s introduction to viewers shows her in a silk 
negligée as she talks to Will on the phone. Without the context of Will’s sexuality, the 
conversation first seems to be a seduction and then an invitation for phone sex before it is 
revealed they are talking about watching the TV drama ER. Grace then discusses her day: 
 Grace: So I went back to the sale today.  
 Will: Yeah, so did you get that black, flowy thing? 
 Grace: No, you were right. It’s too Stevie Nicks: The Heavy Years. 
 Will: Did you buy anything? 
Grace: Yeah, I got a great camisole. 
Will: Sexy? 
Man: I'm going to sleep. 
Grace (to Will): Ask me in the morning. (“Pilot”) 
 
This scene sets Grace apart from the Jewish American Princess stereotype regarding 
sexual pleasure, showing her to be a willing participant in a physical relationship. 
However, the focus of the rest of the episode is on Grace assessing her relationship with 
the man she lives with, Danny. She decides to break up with him after an argument when 
he criticizes her time management and says that she was “hysterical,” and similar to her 
mother. Karen, tries to convince her to marry him in spite of the argument: 
Karen: Uh...Grace? You're... You're what, 40? 
Grace: I'll be 31 next month. 
Karen: So I rounded up. Honey, Danny is a good catch. You've been living  
together for a year. Close the deal already. I’m serious, Grace. Pick up the 
pace. (“Pilot”) 
 
When Danny does propose, Grace accepts. His religious affiliation is not discussed, nor is 
there any mention of including Jewish wedding traditions or rituals, although Grace 
wears a wedding gown and veil for the intended ceremony at City Hall. 
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 Grace is consistently shown to have a sexual nature. Viewers are subtly informed 
that she owns a vibrator (“Head Case”), and she is upset when she believes she has lost 
her “romantic drive,” stating that she “was a real dating machine” (“Where There’s a 
Will, There’s No Way”). She has sex with Will’s brother, breaking a drought of at least 
five months (“Big Brother is Coming: Part II”). She flirts with a new neighbor (“Yours, 
Mine or Ours”), makes out with a friend from high school she runs into on a weekend trip 
(“Secrets & Lays”), and has sex with Danny months after their breakup (“Object of My 
Rejection”). 
One way viewers are reminded of Grace’s Jewish heritage is through the dialog 
and vocabulary between her and Will. She calls Will an alter kocker when he denies his 
bad mood is due to his upcoming birthday (“Will on Ice”).152 She calls Will and his 
brother “gentiles” and “goyim,” (“Big Brother is Coming: Part I”), and Will comments 
that if she lived centuries ago, her physique would have made her “the hottest babe in the 
shtetl”153 (“Will Works Out”). Grace also requests custody of a newly-adopted dog 
“every other weekend and all the Jewish holidays” (“The Truth About Will & Dogs”). 
The relationship between Grace and her mother echoes other Jewish mother-
daughter pairings on television, such as Rhoda and Mrs. Morgenstern. Grace does not 
seem to welcome an impending visit, believing that Mrs. Adler will begin criticizing her 
as soon as she arrives. This turns out to be accurate; the first thing she says to Grace is 
“You look gorgeous. Change the shoes.” She laments throughout the episode her concern 
that Grace will never get married, and offhandedly states her unsolicited opinion that she 
“liked [Grace] better with [her] hair straighter.” Mrs. Adler also suggests past issues with 
 
152 A Yiddish word meaning “a crotchety, fussy, ineffectual old man.” Rosten, 13. 
153 A Yiddish word meaning “town.” Rosten, 458. 
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her own mother, declaring to Grace that “youthful skin…[is] the only thing that dreadful 
grandmother of yours gave me” (“The Unsinkable Mommy Adler”). Grace is also 
consistently criticized by Karen, who in many ways takes on the role of a judgmental 
Jewish mother. She often disparages Grace’s wardrobe (“Head Case;” “Where There's a 
Will, There's No Way;” “The Truth About Will & Dogs;” “Will on Ice;” “Saving Grace;” 
“My Fair Maid-y”), and makes negative comments about Grace’s naturally curly hair 
(“The Buying Game;” “Big Brother is Coming: Part II”). Grace occasionally takes part in 
self-deprecation, but it tends to be only in Will’s presence (“A New Lease on Life;” “The 
Big Vent;” “My Fair Maid-y”). 
Will can mainly be viewed as a stand-in father figure to Grace, although he is not 
the weak, coddling parent often represented within the Jewish American Princess 
stereotype. Rather, he is depicted more as an authority figure who Grace admires. She 
decides not to marry Danny without Will’s blessing (“Pilot”), and is angry when Will 
wants her to be independent: 
Will: I love you, but no. No. Grace, we need to have our own apartments. 
 Grace: Why? 
Will: Because…we’re grownups. Well, aren’t we? 
Grace: What just happened? We were having fun, we were playing Regis, then 
suddenly I’m supposed to grow up, get my own place and pay bills? I hate 
you. (“A New Lease on Life”) 
 
Will gives Grace an encouraging speech before a job interview before commenting to 
Karen and Jack that “our little girl’s going out to face the world” (“Saving Grace”), but 
also tells her she is “the baby daughter looking for daddy’s approval” (“Alley Cats”). 
Will and Grace’s argument in the season finale has its roots in this child-parent 
relationship: 
 Will: Why have you been baiting me for the last 10 minutes? 
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Grace: Because I needed to make sure you thought Danny was still a mistake. 
Will: Of course I thought Danny was a mistake. 
Grace: Well, why couldn't you have expressed that earlier and saved me the  
agony of having to make my own decision? 
Will: Believe me, Grace, I don't want you making your own decisions any more  
than you do. But you did tell me to butt out. 
Grace: Oh, don't play that game with me. You know damn well that "butt out"  
means "back off temporarily until the right moment presents itself to butt 
back in again." 
Will: Forgive me. I left my Grace-to-English dictionary at home. Next time, just  
tell me when to butt in, and when to butt out, and when to do the hokey-
pokey, and when to turn myself around! 
Grace: Don't make me seem like the unhealthy, crazy one, when you're the one  
who wouldn't tell me what to do. (“Object of My Rejection”) 
 
ELECTION VIDEO AND REVIVAL (2016) 
 NBC decided to end Will & Grace after eight seasons, in part due to declining 
ratings. The finale showed Will and Grace having children with their respective spouses 
and becoming estranged over twenty years before reconciling through their children’s 
forthcoming wedding; it aired on May 18, 2006 and drew over 18 million viewers.154 
However, in 2016 Mutchnick asked the four lead actors if they would be willing to make 
a standalone “Get Out the Vote” video as their characters. Released on YouTube prior to 
the first presidential debate between Hilary Clinton and Donald Trump, “#VoteHoney” 
had over 7 million views after a few days.155 In the 10 minute episode, Jack confesses he 
does not think he will vote in the presidential election because he is unsure who to vote 
for; Will and Grace try to convince him to vote for Clinton as Karen vocalizes her 
support for Trump. Although Messing publicly campaigned for Clinton, the actress 
 
154 “Will & Grace: The Big Finale is Full of Surprises,” TV Series Finale, May 29, 2006, accessed 
June 11, 2020, http://tvseriesfinale.com/tv-show/will-grace-the-big-finale-is-full-of-surprises. 




claimed that the video was not an advertisement for her.156 However, the episode contains 
multiple negative comments about Trump and his statements regarding immigrants, and 
the only criticism about Clinton is that Jack “[does] not like that she wears pants.”157 As a 
result of the video’s popularity, NBC began negotiations with Mutchnick and Kohan and 
a revival of Will & Grace was announced for 2017-2018.158 
GRACE IN SEASON 10 (2018-2019) 
 For the revival series, the original finale was ignored and Will and Grace are once 
again single and living together. There are mostly subtle references to Grace’s Jewish 
heritage through Season 10, such as Grace visiting her mother’s grave and telling her 
she’s dating someone “Jewish and straight – so stop spinning” (“Grace’s Secret”), or 
accusing her sister of wearing flip-flops to synagogue (“Family, Trip”). However, it is 
revealed that Will’s mother – who married Grace’s father earlier in the season – lists 
Grace in her phone contacts as “Will’s Jewish Friend” (“Bad Blood”). 
 Grace’s age, by this point in the series, seemingly detaches her from the notion of 
a Jewish American Princess; she is not a parent, but also does not have the abrasive or 
manipulative stereotypical qualities of the Jewish Mother. Nevertheless, she is still shown 
engaging in unflattering behaviors or having negative qualities. An ongoing story through 
 
156 Helena Andrews-Dyer, “Actress Debra Messing Says Will & Grace reunion sketch wasn’t an 
ad for Clinton,” The Washington Post, September 29, 2016, accessed June 11, 2020, 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/reliable-source/wp/2016/09/29/actress-debra-messing-says-will-
grace-reunion-sketch-wasnt-an-ad-for-clinton. 
157 Wade Sheridan, “Will & Grace Returns for New Election-Themed Scene,” United Press 
International (UPI), September 27, 2016, accessed June 11, 2020, 
http://www.upi.com/Entertainment_News/2016/09/27/Will-Grace-returns-for-new-election-themed-
scene/9661474974571. 
158 Lesley Goldberg, “Will and Grace Revival Officially a Go at NBC,” The Hollywood Reporter, 




the season is Grace’s campaign for president of the New York Society of Interior Design. 
In order to win, she bribes Jack to attend her event to “subtly blend in and drum up votes” 
(“The West Side Curmudgeon”), and despite originally telling Karen not to do anything 
“shady or underhanded” in order to secure someone’s vote she relents saying, “Do what 
you have to do. But I don’t want to know about it” (“The Real McCoy”). Grace is also 
initially too absorbed in the campaign to comfort Karen about her imminent divorce 
(“Where in the World is Karen Walker?”). She steals a Fresh Direct salad from her 
building’s lobby before knocking down a “frail old woman” in order to get a taxi 
(“Supreme Courtship”). Grace also does not recognize her downstairs neighbor of 19 
years, despite the woman once taking her to Urgent Care due to a spider bite; meanwhile, 
both Will and Jack greet the neighbor by name in a friendly way (“The West Side 
Curmudgeon”).  
Will is no longer seen as a stand-in for Grace’s Jewish father, as Mr. Adler 
appears in two episodes. However, in both episodes he is initially established as an 
antagonist. In his first appearance during Season 10, Mr. Adler demonstrates that he is 
not sympathetic to the #MeToo movement: 
Grace: Why do you do that? Flirting, calling women "sweetheart?” 
Mr. Adler: Ah, they love it. 
Grace: They don't love it. 
Mr. Adler: I mean, everybody's so sensitive nowadays. Sometimes I feel like 
men can't be men anymore, not with this, uh, #NotMe stuff. 
 
When Grace reveals she was assaulted by one of Mr. Adler’s friends when she was a 
teenager, he makes excuses (“He was a flirty guy”), questions if all the friend did was 
“pat [her] on the tushy,” and then state that Grace must be misremembering the incident 
because “That doesn’t sound like Harry…he had his faults, but he was a good guy.” 
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Eventually, he believes Grace and bemoans that he failed to protect his “little girl” 
(“Grace’s Secret”). Later in the season, Mr. Adler is hospitalized and needs a transfusion; 
although Will shares the same rare blood type, he does not want use Will’s blood:  
Grace: Why? 
Mr. Adler: You know why. 
Grace: Because he's gay? 
Mr. Adler: Well, yeah! I know about these things. There's a certain risk, okay? 
Grace: He gets tested. Plus, they screen the blood. It's safe. 
Mr. Adler: Yeah, forget about it. I'll wait for the straight blood. 
Grace: The straight blood. Daddy, that's the most offensive thing I've ever heard  
 you say. And I've gone on the “It's a Small World” ride with you. 
 
Mr. Adler does not initially seem willing to change his views regarding LGBTQ+ blood 
donations, later saying, “I guess the good news is that all the old, ignorant farts of the 
world will be gone soon” (“Bad Blood”). 
Negative Jewish stereotypes appear in other ways. Grace is accused of having a 
“fake nose,” and is perceived as cheap when she tries to get change from a stripper after 
giving her a $5 bill (“Anchor Away”). She also reveals that she only tips waiters 13% 
(“So Long, Division”). Will points out that she does not like to pick up the bill when out 
with others: 
Grace: Oh, shoot. I really wanted to help you clean up, but you're already done.  
Darn it. 
Will: That was almost as convincing as when you go to reach for your credit card  
at dinner. (“The Things We Do for Love”) 
 
As with many Jewish characters in media, Grace is seemingly prone to digestive issues. 
She mentions she is “bloated” after a large meal, with Will accusing her of passing gas in 
the elevator as the group arrives home (“The Scales of Justice”). Grace’s boyfriend 
mentions that Grace took a pill that evening for relieving gas, “a little after the fact, but 
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still” (“Conscious Coupling”). Mr. Adler also announces in the middle of dinner that he 
needs to “take a pill” as he goes to the bathroom. (“Bad Blood”). 
 Twenty years after the show premiered, Grace continues to be the target of 
unflattering remarks from the group. Will insinuates that she does not have good hygiene 
(“Where in the World is Karen Walker?”, “Bad Blood”) and Karen continues to criticize 
her fashion choices (“Kid ‘N Play,” “Family, Trip”). Jack disparages Grace’s hairstyle 
(“So Long, Division”) and claims her hands are man-like (“The Scales of Justice”). 
Multiple characters also make jokes about her breast size (“Who’s Sorry Now?” “Anchor 
Away;” “Grace’s Secret,” “The Pursuit of Happiness”).  
SURVEY 
To understand audience attitudes and perceptions toward Howard Wolowitz and 
Grace Adler, I developed an anonymous survey to elicit opinions without revealing a 
focus on the Jewish characters; the link was posted to select Facebook groups and the 
Kennesaw State University Inform Student Messaging System in March 2020.159 I asked 
respondents to rank the main characters on each show from most favorite to least 
favorite, and to rank their impressions of the characters’ honesty from most to least. 
Characters on The Big Bang Theory were given a weighted calculated score between 1 
and 5 based on the responses, and characters on Will & Grace were given a weighted 
calculated score between 1 and 4. I also queried respondents as to whether they would 
want to be friends with the shows’ characters, and to provide a reason why or why not. I 
used two questions from the ADL’s Anti-Semitic Index to assess attitudes toward 
Howard Wolowitz and Grace Adler as compared to the other characters on their 
 
159 See Appendix E for a list of Facebook Groups and their descriptions. 
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respective shows; I asked respondents to name the character on each show they felt had 
the most irritating faults and to specify what they were, in addition to stating which 
character they felt would be more willing than others to use shady practices to get what 
they wanted. Respondents also reported their level of viewership in each show: Non-
viewer, casual, former, and regular. 
RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS 
A total of 227 respondents stated that they had viewed at least a few episodes of 
The Big Bang Theory; at least 99 omitted their demographic information or preferred not 
to report. A majority of respondents were White or Caucasian (see table 2.1), with 
women far outnumbering men (see table 2.2). The largest reported age group was 18-24 
years old, with the next largest at 25-34 years old (see table 2.3). Most had a high school 
diploma or equivalent degree as their highest school level achieved (see table 2.4). 
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The largest religious affiliation reported was Protestant, with the next largest reporting 
other non-Roman Catholic Christian affiliations. Only 5 respondents reported to be  
Jewish (see table 2.5). Almost all respondents who offered their Zip Code (92.97%) were  
 
from Georgia, and more than half (68.07%) residing in Cobb, Cherokee, or Paulding 
Counties.  
A total of 69 respondents stated that they had viewed at least a few episodes of 
Will & Grace. At least 9 omitted their demographic information or preferred not to 
report. A majority of respondents were White or Caucasian (see table 3.1), with females 
far outnumbering males (see table 3.2). The largest reported age group was 35-44 years  
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old, with the next largest at 45-54 years old (see 3.3). The largest group of respondents 
had at least a master’s degree with the next largest group reporting they were currently in 
college, had an associate degree, or had a bachelor’s degree (see table 3.4). The largest  
 
religious affiliation reported was Protestant, with the next largest reporting other non-
Roman Catholic Christian affiliations. Only 1 respondent reported to be Jewish (see table 
3.5). Over three quarters of respondents who offered their Zip Code (75.36%) were from  










THE BIG BANG THEORY 
Howard was ranked the least favorite character by respondents overall with Raj next to 
last, followed by Penny, Leonard, and Sheldon. His favorite ranking among regular 
viewers was lower than any other character in any viewership group (see table 4). 
 
Howard’s ranking among females was 4.011, as compared to a ranking of 3.625 among 
males. Jewish respondents gave Howard the highest favorite ranking (3.200) among other 
religious affiliation groups, with nonbelievers ranking him the lowest (4.308). 
 A majority of overall respondents (60.35%) stated that they would not be friends 
with Howard, with Regular viewers at 63.83%. The divide was wider among male casual 
viewers, where 70.59% indicated they would not be friends with Howard. The Yes/No 
percentages were generally consistent across all demographics, with the exceptions of a 
minority of respondents 35-44 (34.21%), 55 and older (37.50%), and those indicating 
Jewish affiliation (40.00%) asserting they would not be friends with Howard. For those 
who indicated “Yes,” nearly 40% used keywords such as “fun/funny,” “hilarious,” 
“kind,” or “nice.” One respondent declared she would be friends with Howard because 
“Jews stick together.” However, some respondents who specified “Yes” still gave 




• He’s a big dweeb 
• He is boring 
• He seems fun once he stops being inappropriate 
• He is awkward 
• He’s creepy 
• He is fun to make fun of 
• He reminds me why I should do the right thing 
• He’s ok now that he’s married 
• The word sucker across his forehead..lol 
• He seems rude 
• Yes, he can fix my toilet (maybe?) 
• He could be used to make fun off [sic] 
• He’s interestingly weird 
• Although he’s kind of a perv, he is mostly talk…Once he found a girl he stuck 
with her 
Three respondents specifically stated that while they might be friends with Howard they 
would not be “close,” with one Jewish female claiming it was because he was “a little 
creepy.” A Jewish male respondent stated that it “would be cool to have more jewish [sic] 
friends.” For respondents proclaiming they did not want to be friends with Howard, 
37.96% cited that Howard was “annoying,” “creepy,” “gross,” or had poor attitudes and 
behaviors toward women, using keywords such as ‘sexist” or “misogynist.” Three non-
Jewish females stated Howard was “too much of a caricature,” “over the top,” and “too 
stereotypical.” Another non-Jewish female wrote that Howard “takes the im [sic] a sexy 
man and Jew aspect a bit too far.” Eight respondents listed Howard’s mother as a reason 
not to be friends with him, with 5 specifying that he was “too much of a mama’s boy.” 
Other reasons from respondents included: 
• He has no redeeming factors 
• Seems emotionally self involved  
• He's a little too odd  
• He's immature and selfish. 
• His voice 
• I would not trust him 
• He's kinda weird 
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• He lacks basic self-respect 
• He is too cocky 
 
 Howard was also ranked the least honest by respondents overall followed by 
Penny, Raj, Leonard, and Sheldon (see table 5). Howard’s honesty rankings were lower  
 
among males (4.156) than females (4.065), with male former viewers ranking his honesty 
at 4.700. Of all respondents, only 2 ranked Howard the most honest among the other 
characters. Respondents 45-54 and 55 and up ranked Howard’s honesty at 4.400 and 
4.500, respectively, with those 35-44 ranking his honesty at 3.737. Among religious 
affiliations, nonbelievers ranked Howard’s honesty lowest (4.615) with Roman Catholics 
next (4.429). Four out of 5 Jewish respondents ranked his honesty at 3.000; all 4 were 
casual viewers.  
 Howard was selected as the most irritating character by 36.72% of respondents; 
only Sheldon (42.37%) had a higher percentage. Female respondents (37.23%) selected 
Howard more than male respondents (25.00%). Although respondents 35-44 did not rank 
Howard’s honesty as low as other age groups, they stated he was the most irritating 
(47.37%). Nearly half (46.15%) of nonbelievers stated that Howard was most irritating, 
but no Jewish respondents selected him. Respondents who selected Howard used 
keywords such as “sexist,” “chauvinist,” “misogynist,” “pervert,” or referenced his 
general behavior toward women and sex obsession 35.82% of the time. Twelve 
respondents used keywords like “whiny,” “annoying,” “selfish,” or “arrogant.” Eight 
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respondents mentioned Howard’s mother, or his relationship with her, as his most 
irritating fault. Other responses included: 
• He is dishonest with his girlfriend (later wife) at least once per episode. His 
one redeeming quality is that he helps his mother; although he yells at her 
often, which is unfair 
• Sneaky, not loyal, puts personal gain over everything 
• Secretive  
• His humor can be a bit crass. He's funny and lighthearted but he's almost 
impossible to have a serious discussion with. Sometimes I feel like he's a 
mooch to Bernadette 
Over half of respondents (51.41%) said they felt Howard would be more willing 
than others to use shady practices to get what he wanted. Respondents overall who were 
regular viewers selected Howard (65.85%) more than casual viewers (45.33%) or former 
viewers (49.18%). Although the percentage was only 47.87% among female respondents, 
72.22% of them who were regular viewers selected Howard. At least half of all age 
groups selected Howard as more willing than others to use shady practices, except those 
18-24 (38.71%). More than half of nonbelievers (61.54%), Roman Catholics (57.14%), 
and Protestants (51.35%) also selected Howard, as did 3 out of 5 Jewish respondents. 
WILL & GRACE 
 Grace was ranked the least favorite character by respondents overall, with Karen 
the most favorite followed by Will and Jack. Her ranking is similar among casual viewers 




also similar by gender (2.769 for females and 2.750 for males). Viewers 18-24 ranked her 
higher (2.364) than other age groups; viewers 35-44 ranked Grace at 3.000, with viewers 
25-34 at 2.727 and viewers 45-54 and 55 and older at 2.714. Rankings also varied by 
school level; viewers with higher degrees (2.522) considered Grace more a favorite than 
those in college or with undergraduate degrees (2.727) or with a high school degree or 
equivalent (3.077). Nonbelievers (2.667), Protestants (2.895), and Roman Catholics 
(3.000) ranked Grace lower than Other Christians (2.250). 
 A majority of respondents (63.77%) said that they would be friends with Grace. 
This percentage was fairly consistent among demographics such as school level or 
religious affiliation, with viewers 24-34 (81.82%) overwhelmingly stating they would. 
For those who indicated “Yes,” over half (54.55%) used keywords like “fun/funny,” 
“loyal,” or “kind.” Two respondents stated they would be friends with Grace because 
“she is a good friend.” Other reasons included: 
• She’s a bit like me 
• She seems to care about people 
• She is sincere; raw; relatable to women 
• She reminds me of myself 
• She seems genuine/real 
• She is classy 
• She is great. Love her style and she has made herself. Had this been a 21st 
century show the first time around it would have focused on her and the girl 
boss/girl power thing. 
• I think she is very in touch with her emotions 
 
Only 2 respondents who specified “Yes” mentioned negative qualities; they thought she 
is “ditsy” and that she can be “too flighty.” For respondents asserting they would not be 
friends with Grace, nearly one-fourth (24.00%) felt Grace was “whiny,” “irritating,” or 
“pushy.” Other reasons included: 
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• She does not seem all that rational 
• She is extremely self centered 
• Seems like too much drama 
• Dingbat 
• Too neurotic! 
• Too high strung. 
• She's insane. 
• Don't like her hair. Not a good reason, I know! 
• She tends to worry too much 
• She's crazy. 
• She is really selfish. 
• Too needy 
Grace was ranked second as far as most honest character, with Will once again 
first, but Karen third and Jack last (see table 7). Grace’s honesty ranking was higher  
among females (2.385) than males (3.250), and highest among viewers 45-54 (2.143) 
with viewers 35-44 (2.706) and 55 and older (2.857) ranking her lowest. Grace’s honesty 
was also ranked higher among those with a high school diploma (2.231) versus those 
with undergraduate experience or degrees (2.500) and viewers with at least a master’s 
degree (2.609). Other Christians (2.000) also ranked Grace’s honesty higher than 
Protestants (2.579) and Roman Catholics (2.889). 
While most respondents (39.13%) selected Karen as the character with the most 
irritating faults, Grace was second with 30.43% of respondents. Over one-fourth 
(28.57%) of those who selected Grace listed her most irritating faults as “neurotic,” 
whiny,” “uptight,” “anxious,” or “self-centered/self-obsessed.” Despite Grace’s 
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numerous relationships through the series, only one respondent declared that she “sucks 
in relationships.” Other faults included: 
• She is a do gooder who seems irrational and she doesn't seem to align to 
any values that matter to me 
• Waffling  
• She causes a lot of problems. She has trouble taking responsibility for 
problems and some of her actions 
• Gets overwhelmed really easily and can’t figure out most things on her 
own 
• It's been a really long time since I've seen this show, I remember her being 
seemingly helpless in all of the situations 
• Making bad decisions and not having enough fun 
• Bossy 
• She's always messing things up 
• The constant worry about what others think or about things that don't 
matter in the grand scheme of things  
• Gets herself in bad situations  
• Has the "oh - poor me attitude" - can't stand that "it's everyone else's fault 
- I can't tolerate that! - Oh wait - it's my fault, well just deal with it" 
attitude - A flip-flopper 
 
Grace was only considered by 8.70% of respondents to be more willing than the other 
characters to use shady practices to get what she wants; only Will was lower (1.450%). 
Karen (72.46%) was selected by a sizable number of respondents. Of the respondents 
who selected Grace as more willing to use shady practices, only 3 also selected her as the 
character with the most irritating faults.  
DISCUSSION 
Due to the COVID-19 crisis, I was unable to conduct in-person surveys. I selected 
Facebook groups based on membership requirements and policies regarding post 
solicitations to recruit respondents. The lack of respondents who had viewed at least a 
few episodes of Will & Grace had an impact on what interpretations could be made from 
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the survey answers. Nearly one-third (31.88%) were aged 18-34, making it unlikely they 
watched the show during its initial 1998-2006 broadcast. The largest age group of 
respondents who had viewed at least a few episodes of The Big Bang Theory was 18-24 
(27.31%), however the show has been airing new episodes every year since its premiere 
in 2007 and has been in syndication since 2011.160 The survey failed to inquire how long 
respondents had been watching the respective programs or if former viewers ceased 
watching because of how any of the characters were portrayed. 
Respondents overwhelmingly viewed Grace more favorably than Howard, despite 
her not being respondents’ favorite character. This may partially be explained by the 
premise of the respective shows; Grace is undeniably the lead female character – her 
name is in the title, after all – but the focus is mainly on her friendship with Will. She 
does not fit either the Jewish American Princess or Jewish Mother stereotypes, although 
she exhibits some stereotypical behaviors. Grace’s Jewish identity is presented in a more 
subtle way than Howard’s, possibly so much so that respondents forget about or dismiss 
it – Judaism was not mentioned by Will & Grace respondents in any open-ended 
responses. Alternately, Sheldon and Leonard are considered the main male leads on The 
Big Bang Theory, rather than Howard, with most of the activity in each episode taking 
place in their apartment versus the Wolowitz house. The Big Bang Theory‘s emphasis is 
usually on how the four “nerds” interact in society and with Penny, but Howard’s 
Nebbish and hypersexualized behaviors and characteristics are intertwined with his 
geekdom in a way not seen with the other characters. 
 




One way that television shows differ from films is that characters have the chance 
to slowly grow and develop over several years, rather than within a 2-hour cinematic 
timeframe. Viewers who regularly watch a series can develop relationships with the 
program that are reflected in other activities, such as imitating a character’s fashion style 
or participating in online engagement with other fans.161 For viewers of The Big Bang 
Theory, Howard became less likeable, was considered less honest, and was thought to be 
more willing to use shady practices than other characters the more they watched. By 
comparison, Grace was considered more of a favorite character by regular viewers than 
casual or former viewers, yet regular viewers ranked her lower than Karen regarding 
honesty. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Neither The Big Bang Theory nor Will & Grace seem to have made any changes 
to how they depict the Jewish identity of Howard Wolowitz or Grace Adler during the 
series’ run, especially after the 2016 election of Donald Trump and the rise in anti-
Semitic sentiments in the United States. This is especially surprising since the 
showrunners are not only themselves Jewish but have publicly stated their opposition to 
Trump and his policies on numerous occasions. Lorre has used his Vanity Cards to 
express his opinions about Trump since 2006.162 Before the 2018 midterm elections, 
Lorre aired a Vanity Card prayer that did not call Trump by name, but certainly indicated 
who he meant:  
 
161 Cristel A. Russell, Andrew T. Norman, and Susan E. Heckler, “People and ‘Their’ Television 
Shows: An Overview of Television Connectedness,” in The Psychology of Entertainment: Media Blurring 
the Lines Between Entertainment and Persuasion, edited by. L. J. Shrum (Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates, 2004), 275. 
162 Chuck Lorre, “Chuck Lorre Productions, #153,” The Official Vanity Card Archives (blog), 
March 6, 2006, http://chucklorre.com/?p=153. 
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I humbly beseech thee to make thy presence known on November 6th. 
Demonstrate your omnipotence through us as we make ink marks on little circles 
in curtained booths. Of course if you, in your divine wisdom, believe a fascist, 
hate-filled, fear-mongering, demagogic, truth-shattering, autocratic golf cheater is 
what we need right now, then, you know, thy will be done. But if thou art inclined 
to more freedom, more love, more compassion, and just more of the good stuff 
thou hath been promoting in our hearts or our parietal lobes – either one, doesn’t 
really matter – I submissively ask that thy encourage voter turnout in that general 
direction.163  
 
Mutchnick affirmed in an interview that the inspiration for the #MeToo episode, “Grace’s 
Secret,” was “having a president that absolutely has no respect for women by and 
large.”164 While these showrunners have used their power and influence to express their 
beliefs through their television shows, they have not advocated for or taken deliberate 
action toward changing any viewers’ negative attitudes of their Jewish characters.  
 While Lorre claims that Howard was based on his own experiences as a Jew, 
many of Howard’s attributes mimic the stereotypes and tropes from past Jewish literature 
and comedians. Howard’s conversations with his mother during his time on the 
International Space Station have many similarities to Mike Nichols and Elaine May’s 
“Mother and Son” skit from the 1960s, including a complaint that Howard hadn’t called 
her since going into space.165 In discussing Jewish caricatures by vaudeville comedians, 
Eddy Portnoy offers one possible explanation for its acceptance: that “Jewface” by Jews 
was not as pejorative.166 In the same vein of linguistic reappropriation, where 
marginalized groups wish to reclaim words to rid them of negative meanings, this theory 
could be one subconscious explanation as to why negative Jewish stereotypes continue to 
 
163 Chuck Lorre, “Chuck Lorre Productions, #598,” The Official Vanity Card Archives (blog), 
October 25, 2018, http://chucklorre.com/?e=1107. 
164 Amber Dowling, “How Trump, Cosby and the Kavanaugh Hearings Inspired Will & Grace’s 
#MeToo Episode,” Variety, November 1, 2018, accessed June 20, 2020, 
http://variety.com/2018/tv/features/will-and-grace-me-too-episode-graces-secret-interview-1203016897. 




be propagated by Jewish writers and producers in media. However, reclamation can only 
work if the audience understands that the intended meaning is different from what they 
know. Viewers may know that Howard loved his mother despite her overbearing nature, 
but it does not change their impressions of the Jewish Mother stereotype. Audiences may 
see themselves in Grace, but may still equate her stinginess with a Jewish identity. 
Further research on this topic is certainly warranted. This paper sought to explore 
long-running American broadcast television shows in order to maximize the potential 
number of respondents, but as more original content is created for streaming, cable, and 
web channels the greater the possibility that Jewish characters will be included in their 
programming and find larger audiences. In recent years, critically acclaimed shows such 
as Transparent (2014-2019) and The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel (2017-present), both 
through Amazon Studios, and Broad City (2014-2019) airing on Comedy Central have 
included Jewish characters and themes in a positive light, yet without their Jewish 
identities being central to the series’ premises. These shows, like The Big Bang Theory 
and Will & Grace, also have Jewish producers/showrunners but with one difference – 
they are helmed by women. It is impossible to know if these shows and main characters 
would exist in their current forms, FCC regulations aside, if they were on broadcast 
television. Additional future scholarship could look into the Jewish identities of these 
series’ creators, and possible motivations behind the choices they have made for their 
characters’ depictions. 
Jewishness has many forms, in the same way that a Latinx identity or Black 
identity cannot be defined in the same way for all in that group. Sometimes these 
characteristics are shared, but it should not be a defining value – nor should it be 
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considered unique to only that faction and no other. While some stereotypes endure, 
others have changed over the years. It was not that long ago that television audiences 
thought of Molly Goldberg, not Ida Morgenstern, as a typical Jewish Mother, complete 
with a nurturing demeanor and a reputation for honesty. There have also been plenty of 
domineering, meddling mothers throughout history in many cultures, well before they 
started to appear in 1960s literature. Having an overbearing mother is not a trait that 
belongs only to Jewish Americans, and not all Jewish mothers interfere in their children’s 
lives or use guilt to get what they want. 
Anti-Semitism, especially if based on negative stereotypes, is harmful to a society 
that often prides itself on being founded by immigrants. The notion of a Great American 
Melting Pot, with “others” assimilating into the homogenic multitude, misses the point of 
diversity and what outside cultural influences can add to our nation. People may not be 
able to fully perceive what it means to be Jewish in America as they go about their daily 
routines, but they will inevitably view media images and characterizations. The variety of 
ways in which Jewish identity can be presented should continue to be explored and 
analyzed, and considered how they might shape viewers’ attitudes toward American Jews 







Appendix A: Referenced Episodes of The Big Bang Theory 
“The Big Bran Hypothesis.” Production code no. 3T6601. Directed by Mark Cendrowski.  
Story by Chuck Lorre & Bill Prady; Teleplay by Robert Cohen & Dave Goetsch.  
CBS. Aired October 1, 2007. 
 
“The Change Constant.” Production code no. T12.16023. Directed by Mark Cendrowski.  
Written by Chuck Lorre, Steve Holland, Steven Molaro, Bill Prady, Dave 
Goetsch, Eric Kaplan, Maria Ferrari, Andy Gordon, Anthony Del Broccolo, Tara 
Hernandez, Jeremy Howe & Adam Faberman. CBS. Aired May 16, 2019 . 
 
“The Citation Negation.” Production code no. T12.16009. Directed by Kristy Cecil. Story  
by Eric Kaplan, Tara Hernandez & Jeremy Howe; Teleplay by Steve Holland, 
Dave Goetsch & Maria Ferrari. CBS. Aired November 15, 2018. 
 
“The Conference Valuation.” Production code no. T12.16017. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Chuck Lorre, Steven Molaro & Eric Kaplan; Teleplay by 
Steve Holland, Maria Ferrari & Jeremy Howe. CBS. Aired March 7, 2019.  
 
“The Confirmation Polarization.” Production code no. T12.16013. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Eric Kaplan, Andy Gordon & Anthony Del Broccolo; 
Teleplay by Steve Holland, Maria Ferrari & Tara Hernandez. CBS. Aired 
January 17, 2019. 
 
“The Conjugal Configuration.” Production code no. T12.16001. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Chuck Lorre, Eric Kaplan & Tara Hernandez; Teleplay by 
Steve Holland, Maria Ferrari & Jeremy Howe CBS. Aired September 24, 2018  
 
“The Consummation Deviation.” Production code no. T12.16008. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski.  Story by Chuck Lorre, Steve Holland & Maria Ferrari; Teleplay by 
Eric Kaplan, Andy Gordon & Adam Faberman. CBS. Aired November 8, 2018.  
 
“The Cooper-Hofstadter Polarization.” Production code no. 3T6608. Directed by Joel  
Murray. Story by Bill Prady & Stephen Engel; Teleplay by Chuck Lorre, Lee 
Aronsohn & Dave Goetsch. CBS. Aired March 17, 2008. 
 
“The D&D Vortex.” Production code no. T12.16016Directedby Mark Cendrowski. 
Story by Steve Holland, Maria Ferrari & Anthony Del Broccolo; Teleplay by Eric 
Kaplan, Andy Gordon & Tara Hernandez. CBS. Aired February 21, 2019. 
 
“The Dumpling Paradox.” Production code no. 3T6606. Directed by Mark Cendrowski.  
 Story by Chuck Lorre & Bill Prady; Teleplay by Lee Aronsohn & Jennifer 
Glickman. CBS. Aired November 5, 2007. 
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“The Engagement Reaction.” Production code no 3X6673. Directed by Howard Murray.  
Story by Bill Prady, Eric Kaplan & Jim Reynolds; Teleplay by Chuck Lorre, 
Steven Molaro & Steve Holland. CBS. Aired on May 12, 2011. 
  
“The Fuzzyboots Corollary.” Production code no. 3T6602. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Chuck Lorre; Teleplay by Bill Prady & Steven Molaro. 
CBS. Aired October 8, 2007. 
 
“The Gorilla Experiment.” Production code no. 3X5560. Directed by Mark Cendrowski.  
Story by Chuck Lorre, Richard Rosenstock & Steve Holland; Teleplay by Bill 
Prady, Steven Molaro & Maria Ferrari. CBS. Aired December 7, 2009. 
 
“The Grant Allocation Derivation.” Production code no. T12.16007. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Eric Kaplan, Anthony Del Broccolo & Alex Yonks; 
Teleplay by Steve Holland, Dave Goetsch & Maria Ferrari. CBS. Aired 
November 1, 2018. 
 
“The Grasshopper Experiment.” Production code no. 3T6607. Directed by Ted Wass.  
Story by Dave Goetsch & Steven Molaro; Teleplay by Lee Aronsohn & Robert 
Cohen. CBS. Aired November 12, 2007. 
 
“The Hamburger Postulate.” Production code no. 3T6604. Directed by Andrew D.  
Weyman. Story by Jennifer Glickman; Teleplay by Dave Goetsch & Steven 
Molaro. CBS. Aired October 22, 2007. 
 
“The Imitation Perturbation.” Production code no T12.16006. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski Story by Steve Holland & Maria Ferrari & Tara Hernandez 
Teleplay by Eric Kaplan & Jeremy Howe & Adam Faberman. CBS. Aired on 
October 25, 2018. 
 
“The Inspiration Deprivation.” Production code no. T12.16019. Directed by Mark 
Cendrowski. Story by Eric Kaplan, Maria Ferrari & Andy Gordon; Teleplay by 
Steve Holland, Anthony Del Broccolo & Tara Hernandez. CBS. Aired 
April 18, 2019. 
 
“The Launch Acceleration.” Production code no 3X6873. Directed by Mark Cendrowski.  
Story by Chuck Lorre & Steven Molaro & Jim Reynolds; Teleplay by Bill Prady, 
Steve Holland & Maria Ferrari. CBS. Aired on May 3, 2012. 
 
“The Laureate Accumulation.” Production code no. T12.16018. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Steve Holland, Adam Faberman & David Saltzberg; 
Teleplay by Dave Goetsch, Eric Kaplan & Maria Ferrari. CBS. Aired 
April 4, 2019. 
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“The Luminous Fish Effect.” Production code no. 3T6603. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Chuck Lorre & Bill Prady; Teleplay by David Litt & Lee 
Aronsohn. CBS. Aired October 15, 2007. 
 
“The Meteorite Manifestation.” Production code no. T12.16014Directedby Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Chuck Lorre, Steve Holland & Maria Ferrari; Teleplay by 
Eric Kaplan, Tara Hernandez & Jeremy Howe. CBS. Aired January 31, 2019. 
 
“The Nerdvana Annihilation.” Production code no. 3T6613. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Bill Prady; Teleplay by Stephen Engel & Steven Molaro. 
CBS. Aired April 28, 2008. 
 
“The Paintball Scattering.” Production code no. T12.16011. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Maria Ferrari & Tara Hernandez & Adam Faberman 
Teleplay by Steve Holland & Eric Kaplan & Anthony Del Broccolo. CBS. Aired 
on January 3, 2019. 
  
“The Pancake Batter Anomaly.” Production code no. 3T6610. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Chuck Lorre & Lee Aronsohn; Teleplay by Bill Prady & 
Stephen Engel. CBS. Aired March 31, 2008. 
 
“The Peanut Reaction.” Production code no. 3T6615. Directed by Mark Cendrowski.  
Story by Bill Prady & Lee Aronsohn; Teleplay by Dave Goetsch & Steven 
Molaro. CBS. Aired May 12, 2008. 
 
“Pilot.” Production code no. 276023. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Chuck  
Lorre & Bill Prady. CBS. Aired September 24, 2007. 
 
“The Plagiarism Schism.” Production code no. T12.16021. Directed by Nikki Lorre.  
Story by Eric Kaplan, Maria Ferrari & Adam Faberman; Teleplay by Steve 
Holland, Dave Goetsch & Tara Hernandez. CBS. Aired May 2, 2019. 
 
“The Porkchop Indeterminacy.” Production code no. 3T6614. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Chuck Lorre; Teleplay by Lee Aronsohn & Bill Prady. 
CBS. Aired on May 5, 2008. 
 
“The Procreation Calculation.” Production code no. T12.16003. Directed by Mark 
Cendrowski. Story by Chuck Lorre, Tara Hernandez & Adam Faberman; 
Teleplay by Steve Holland, Maria Ferrari & Anthony Del Broccolo. CBS. Aired 






“The Propagation Proposition.” Production code no. T12.16012. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Chuck Lorre, Steve Holland & Jeremy Howe; Teleplay by 
Maria Ferrari, Dave Goetsch & Eric Kaplan. CBS. Aired January 10, 2019. 
 
“The VCR Illumination.” Production code no. T12.16010. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Steve Holland, Steven Molaro & Bill Prady; Teleplay by 
Maria Ferrari, Andy Gordon & Jeremy Howe. CBS. Aired December 6, 2018. 
 
“The Wedding Gift Wormhole.” Production code no. T12.16002. Directed by Mark  
Cendrowski. Story by Steve Holland, Steven Molaro & Maria Ferrari; Teleplay 











Appendix B: Referenced of Will & Grace Episodes 
“Anchor Away.” Production no. 218. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Alex 
Herschlag. NBC. Aired on December 6, 2018. 
 
“Bad Blood.” Production no. 225. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Adam Barr.  
NBC. Aired on March 14, 2019. 
 
“Big Brother is Coming: Part I.” Production no. 14. Directed by James Burrows. Written 
by David Kohan & Max Mutchnick. NBC. Aired February 16, 1999. 
 
“Big Brother is Coming: Part II.” Production no. 15. Directed by James Burrows. Written  
by David Kohan & Max Mutchnick. NBC. Aired February 23, 1999. 
 
“The Big Vent.” Production no. 10. Directed by James Burrows. Written by David Kohan 
& Max Mutchnick. NBC. Aired January 5, 1999. 
 
“The Buying Game.” Production no. 8. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Dava 
Savel. NBC. Aired November 30, 1998. 
 
"Conscious Coupling." Production no. 226. Directed by James Burrows. Written by  
Tracy Poust & Jon Kinnally. NBC. Aired on March 21, 2019.  
 
“Family, Trip.” Production no. 219. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Tracy Poust  
& Jon Kinnally. NBC. Aired on January 31, 2019. 
 
“Grace's Secret.” Production no. 215. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Suzanne  
Martin. NBC. Aired November 1, 2018. 
 
“Head Case.” Production no. 3. Directed by James Burrows. Written by David Kohan &  
Max Mutchnick. NBC. Aired October 5, 1998. 
 
“Kid 'N Play.” Production no. 216. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Suzanne 
Martin. NBC. Aired on November 15, 2018. 
 
“My Fair Maid-y.” Production no. 12. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Adam  
Barr. NBC. Aired February 2, 1999. 
 
“A New Lease on Life.” Production no. 2. Directed by James Burrows. Written by David  
Kohan & Max Mutchnick. NBC. Aired September 29, 1998. 
 
“Object of My Rejection.” Production no. 12. Directed by James Burrows. Written by  
Adam Barr. NBC. Aired May 13, 1999. 
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“Pilot.” Production no. 1. Directed by James Burrows. Written by David Kohan & Max  
Mutchnick. NBC. Aired September 21, 1998. 
 
“The Pursuit of Happiness.” Production no. 222. Directed by James Burrows. Written by  
John Quaintance & Adam Barr. NBC. Aired on February 21, 2019. 
 
“The Real McCoy.” Production no. 223. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Alex  
Herschlag. NBC. Aired on February 28, 2019. 
 
“Saving Grace.” Production no. 20. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Jhoni  
Marchinko. NBC. Aired April 29, 1999. 
 
“The Scales of Justice.” Production no. 221. Directed by James Burrows. Written by 
Laura Kightlinger. NBC. Aired on February 14, 2019. 
 
“Secrets & Lays.” Production no. 17. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Dava 
Savel. NBC. Aired March 23, 1999. 
 
“So Long, Division.” Production no. 217. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Adam 
Barr. NBC. Aired on November 29, 2018.  
 
“Supreme Courtship.” Production no. 224. Directed by James Burrows. Written by  
Jordan Reddout & Gus Hickey. NBC. Aired on March 7, 2019. 
 
"The Things We Do for Love." Production no. 227. Directed by James Burrows. Written 
by John Quaintance. NBC. Aired on March 28, 2019.  
 
“The Truth About Will & Dogs.” Production no. 9. Directed by James Burrows. Written 
 by David Kohan & Max Mutchnick. NBC. Aired December 15, 1998. 
 
“The Unsinkable Mommy Adler.” Production no. 13. Directed by James Burrows.  
Written by Alex Herschlag. NBC. Aired February 9, 1999. 
 
“The West Side Curmudgeon.” Production no. 211. Directed by James Burrows.
 Written by John Quaintance. NBC. Aired on October 4, 2018.  
 
“Where in the World is Karen Walker?” Production no. 212. Directed by James Burrows.  
 Written by Adam Barr. NBC. Aired on October 11, 2018. 
 
“Where There's a Will, There's No Way.” Production no. 7. Directed by James Burrows.  





“Who's Sorry Now?” Production no. 214. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Tracy 
Poust & Jon Kinnally. NBC. Aired on October 25, 2018. 
 
“Will on Ice.” Production no. 11, Directed by James Burrows. Written by Michael  
Patrick King. NBC. Aired January 12, 1999. 
 
“Will Works Out.” Production no. 19. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Michael  
Patrick King, Jon Kinnally & Tracy Poust. NBC. Aired April 22, 1999. 
 
“William, Tell.” Production no. 6. Directed by James Burrows. Written by William Lucas  
Walker. NBC. Aired November 9, 1998. 
 
“Yours, Mine or Ours.” Production no. 16. Directed by James Burrows. Written by Ellen  




Appendix C: Other Referenced Television Episodes 
Dharma & Greg. “Pilot.” Production code no. AE79. Directed by James Burrows.  
Written by Dottie Dartland & Chuck Lorre. ABC. Aired on September 24, 1997. 
 
Friends. “The One With the Holiday Armadillo.” Production code no. 226409. Directed  
by Gary Halvorson. Written by Gregory S. Malins. NBC. Aired December 14, 
2000. 
 
The Mary Tyler Moore Show. “Support Your Local Mother.” Production code no. 7002.  
Directed by Alan Rafkin. Written by Allan Burns and James L. Brooks. CBS. 
Aired October 24, 1970. 
 
Seinfeld. “The Bookstore.” Production code no. 917. Directed by Andy Ackerman. Story  
by Darin Henry & Marc Jaffe; Story and teleplay by Spike Feresten. NBC. Aired 
April 9, 1998. 
 
thirtysomething. “Pilot.” Directed by Marshall Herskovitz. Written by Marshall  






Appendix D: Survey Questions 
Have you watched any of the following television programs? 
 






watched a few 
episodes but 
am not/was 
not a regular 
viewer 
I used to be a 
regular viewer 
but no longer 
watch current 
episodes 
I watch the 
show regularly / 
watched 
regularly when 
it aired new 
episodes 
The Big Bang Theory 
(CBS) 
    
The Goldbergs (ABC)     
Modern Family (ABC)     
Mom (CBS)     
Superstore (NBC)     
Will & Grace (NBC)     
 
If respondents watched any episodes of The Big Bang Theory: 
 
1. Rank the main characters of The Big Bang Theory from 1 (most favorite) to 5 (least 
favorite). 
_____ Sheldon Cooper 
_____ Leonard Hofstadter 
_____ Raj Koothrappali 
_____ Howard Wolowitz 
_____ Penny 
 
2. Would you want to be friends with: 






















3. Rank your impression of the characters' honesty from 1 (most honest) to 5 (least 
honest). 
_____ Sheldon Cooper 
_____ Leonard Hofstadter 
_____ Raj Koothrappali 
_____ Howard Wolowitz 
_____ Penny 
 
4. Which character do you feel has the most irritating faults? _______________________ 
 
5. What are his/her worst faults? _____________________________________________ 
 
6. Which character do you feel would be more willing than others to use shady practices 
to get what they want? _____________________________________________________ 
 
If respondents watched any episodes of Will & Grace: 
 
1. Rank the main characters of Will & Grace from 1 (most favorite) to 4 (least favorite). 
_____ Grade Adler 
_____ Jack McFarland 
_____ Will Truman 
_____ Karen Walker 
 
2. Would you want to be friends with: 
















3. Rank your impression of the characters' honesty from 1 (most honest) to 4 (least 
honest). 
_____ Grade Adler 
_____ Jack McFarland 
_____ Will Truman 
_____ Karen Walker 
 
4. Which character do you feel has the most irritating faults? _______________________ 
 




6. Which character do you feel would be more willing than others to use shady practices 




What is your gender? 
_____Male _____Female _____Other (please specify) ________________________ 
_____Prefer not to say 
 
What is your age? 
_____ 18-24 years old _____ 25-34 years old _____ 35-44 years old 
_____ 45-54 years old  _____ 55-64 years old  _____ 65 years or older  
_____ Prefer not to say 
 
What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? 
_____ Less than high school diploma 
_____ High school diploma or equivalent degree  
_____ Bachelor’s degree 
_____ Master’s degree Doctorate degree 
_____ Other (please specify) 
_____ Prefer not to say 
 
What is your ethnicity? 
_____ White or Caucasian  
_____ Hispanic or Latino 
_____ Black or African American 
_____ Native American or American Indian  
_____ Asian / Pacific Islander 
_____ Other (please specify) ____________________ 
_____ Prefer not to answer 
 





Appendix E: Survey Respondents 
An anonymous link to the survey was posted through the following systems: 
 
Kennesaw State University Inform Student Messaging System: a campus-wide delivery 




CCT Reunion Group: For former members of Cobb Children’s Theatre. 193 
members as of June 20, 2020. 
CST Online (Critical Studies in Television): A forum for the dissemination of 
academic news on the study of television. 1,090 members as of June 20, 2020. 
Friends of Georgia: Residents, former residents, potential residents, and visitors 
who have an appreciation for the people and all things “Georgia.” 5,185 members 
as of June 20, 2020. 
Hulu/Netflix Recommendations: For people who love of all TV shows and 
movies. 30,043 members as of June 20, 2020. 
LiveJournal Lives: Current and former members of LiveJournal. 4,463 members 
as of June 20, 2020. 
Television, etc.: For people to share movies, videos, television programs, 
documentaries, political platforms, comedies, and cartoons from the past. 477 
members as of June 20, 2020. 
What's Happening in Paulding: For people who are currently or previously from 
Paulding County, GA. 7,613 members as of June 20, 2020. 
Women in College Support Group: For all women that are either enrolled in 
college, thinking about enrolling in college, or have graduated and want to inspire 
others to enroll in college. 6,534 members as of June 20, 2020. 
Women of UGA: For alumnae and friends of the University System of Georgia. 
1,414 members as of June 20, 2020. 
Women Who Watch TV: For people who watch a variety of TV shows and love 
to talk about them. 105 members as of June 20, 2020. 
Yesterday Television Group: For people who enjoy classic TV shows. 3,624 
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